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Abstract

Bormans, E.G.H.M.; Development of an interface for the Manufacturing Message
Specification.

M. Sc. thesis, October 1993.

• TNO Institute of Production and Logistics Research, Eindhoven Branch, The
Netherlands.

• Digital Information Systems Group, faculty of Electrical Engineering, Eindhoven
University of Technology, The Netherlands.

At TNO/IPL, a network is being set up for the Regionaal Centrum Werktuigbouwkunde
Eindhoven to demonstrate standardized communication according to the Manufacturing
Automation Protocol (MAP). One of the Application Service Elements within MAP is the
Manufacturing Message Specification (MMS), which addresses communication with
intelligent manufacturing devices. Several milling machines, equipped with NC controllers
that communicate according to a proprietary DNC protocol, will be connected to the network.
An interface is needed to control and monitor the NC controllers by means of MMS services.

Studies on MMS and an NC companion standard are made and an inventory of project results
is drawn up. Three activities of the interface were identified for operation in a multi-tasking
environment: an MMS communication task, a VMD interface task and a DNC communication
task. An implemented MMS Communication Agent is analysed and validated. For the design
of the VMD interface, different approaches are identified and discussed. The development of
a transparent gateway is chosen, in which no functionality is added to the remote control
functionality of the NC controllers. The main task is to accomplish protocol conversion, as
specified by state machines. Object models of two NC controllers are made and the service
functionalities that can be supported are determined. An object-oriented VMD interface
design, based on state machines, is made and implemented. An object-oriented DNC
Communication Agent has been designed and implemented by M. Westra. The three interface
components are integrated and the interface is made operational in a test site.

In principle, the MMS interface prototype operates properly. Yet, several enhancements can
or must be made and the supported service functionality can be extended. The development of
a generic interface is however complicated. A VMD interface must handle features of a
proprietary device protocol correctly. Furthermore, genericity requires a design that allows a
variety of state machine structures and message syntax transformations.

In order to extend genericity of the VMD interface, a more detailed object decomposition
should be obtained. This object decomposition should enable parametrized state machine
structures and message syntax transformations. The complexity of MMS and the variety of
proprietary protocols will complicate such extension.
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Chapter 1. Introduction

1.1. Computer Integrated Manufacturing

When complex discrete parts manufacturing is analysed, a hierarchic interaction of
manufacturing processes can be identified. Production of a workpiece involves execution of a
sequence of predefined operations. The necessary actions are taken by one or more
information processing entities, for instance computers, manufacturing devices and human
beings. Which entities are needed depends on the complexity of the entire production process.
A milling machine can be controlled to make a chess piece, while a robot can be used for
workpiece handling. Such operations taking place at the factory floor can be considered
relatively low-level manufacturing tasks. In order to accomplish a higher-level task like
production of all chess figures and placement on a chess board, many information processing
systems have to co-operate correctly. To realize this, interaction between for instance
scheduling and planning processes is required. Hence, a complex manufacturing process
exhibits a hierarchy of information processing.

As manufacturing processes have to meet increasing requirements with respect to efficiency
and flexibility, the need for automated information exchange exists. The hierarchy of
information exchange can be used as a starting point for automation of complex processes.
An example of this approach is reflected by the CAM (Computer Aided Manufacturing)
Reference Model, which was developed by Philips CFT and Digital Equipment Corporation.
In this model (figure 1), a process at a certain level of the hierarchy can only communicate
with processes at the next lower level and with at most one process at the next higher level.
Communication between processes at the same level is not allowed.

Factory

Shop I Centre

factory
controller

r··················· : shop

, ! L-_c_o_nt,.ro_lIe_r_---' ••• : .

Celli Line

Workstation

cell I line
, ; ••• L-_c_o_nt,.ro_lIe_r_---'

c..:::·..:::..:.....:·:.:::...:::.J ... '----_W_~_~~,.;g-l~e-i~-n-----'

---,
-------_ _-_•............ __ ]::.

. . . t __ .
........... -.- ..- -..---- .

... 1 __ :

Automation Module

Device

......................................., r··················-'···················:

1. .1 . . . l-a_ut_o~_:_n~-r~~_II~_~_du_le---' • • • L .1

r··················· , device .

l ! '----_c_o_nt_ro_lIe_r_---' ••• : :

Figure 1. Levels of control within the CAM Reference Model.

At a high level of the hierarchy, it is desirable to integrate all information processing systems
needed for a manufacturing process. Within a Computer Integrated Manufacturing (CIM)
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environment, this implies integration of heterogeneous components: a wide variety of
information processing systems is submitted to automated information exchange. In CIM,
computer networks are not only used for communication to and from manufacturing devices.
Communication also includes message exchanges that enable for example remote database
access and file transfer.

The capabilities of manufacturing devices become more sophisticated. Moreover, control units
offer the possibility of computerized control or monitoring (or both). In the CAM Reference
Model, these 'intelligent' or 'programmable' manufacturing devices are situated at the level
of workstation controllers or automation modules. Unfortunately, an essential feature of these
programmable devices is that they do not adhere to a single protocol through which they
communicate. As a result, message exchanges to and from these devices are highly device
dependent. In a CIM environment, manufacturing devices are used to accomplish relatively
low-level manufacturing tasks. Whenever CIM is addressed, device dependencies have to be
taken into consideration. However, as CIM creates higher levels within the network
hierarchy, it is desirable to dissociate from device specific protocols and to standardize
communication.

The Manufacturing Message Specification (MMS) has been developed to cope with the
variety of manufacturing devices that may exist in a CIM environment. To be more precise, it
moves the problem of generating and interpreting machine specific messages to a lower level
in the network hierarchy. MMS realizes this by specifying a generic communication protocol
for a variety of information processing systems. In a CIM environment, communication with
manufacturing devices should adhere to this protocol, thereby moving away from devices'
proprietary protocols. The MMS protocol is used within the application layer of the
Reference Model for Open Systems Interconnection (OSI). Accordingly, to comply with the
aim of OSI, MMS supports interconnection of information processing systems 'from different
vendors, under different managements, of different levels of complexity and of different
ages' .

1.2. The MAP demonstration network

MMS has been accepted as an International Standard (IS) by the International Organization
for Standardization (ISO) in 1988. OSI-based network protocol stacks, which address the
realization of CIM, have adopted MMS. Examples hereof are the Manufacturing Automation
Protocol (MAP), which was initiated by General Motors in 1980, and the Communications
Network for Manufacturing Applications (CNMA), which is being developed by a number of
European companies and institutes within ESPRIT projects. However, the acceptance of these
protocol stacks and MMS in general is still at an early stage. Much effort is needed to move
implementations of these protocol stacks from pilot sites to competitive manufacturing
environments.

The TNO Institute of Production and Logistics research (IPL) has participated in projects
dealing with MAP networks. Within the FALC project, TNO/IPL worked together with the
Eindhoven University of Technology on a flexible assembly and arc welding cell. Currently,
a demonstration network is being developed for the Regionaal Centrum Werktuigbouwkunde
Eindhoven (RCWE). The RCWE has the disposal of several numerical controlled milling
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machines. At a central location CAD/CAM utilities are used to create Numerical Control
(NC) programs. These programs can for instance be downloaded to the controllers of the
milling machines over a proprietary network. The demonstration network is intended to
substitute and enhance this network. In principle, the demonstration network will be based on
MAP version 3.0, which implies an implementation of a token-passing bus (appendix E).
Recently however, CSMA/CD technology ('Ethernet') has been officially accepted by MAP
as an alternative for the physical layer and the Medium Access Control sublayer.

1.3. An MMS interface for the V400 NC controller

In the first stage of the project, two personal computers are connected to the MAP network.
One of these computers functions as a cell/line controller. The workstations that will be
controlled by this computer are one or more NC controllers. Inside these NC controllers,
Programmable Logic Controllers (PLCs) control device units of the MAHO milling machines.
These PLCs operate at the level of automation modules. Device units of the milling machines
are for instance spindle drivers, actuators and sensors. The second computer is needed to
enable communication between the cell/line controller and the NC controllers. It will
communicate with the cell/line controller over the MAP network.

Most milling machines at the RCWE are equipped with a Philips V400 NC controller. One
milling machine is equipped with a Philips F600 NC controller. The Direct Numerical
Control (DNC) protocol allows communication between remote computers and these
controllers. However, as the cell/line controller uses MMS messages over the MAP network,
the second computer must communicate according to both the MMS interface protocol and
the DNC interface protocol. Hence, the MMS application running on this computer must
implement an interface between these protocols.

As a starting point, the MMS interface will be implemented for the V400 NC controller.
Although primarily an interface is needed for this NC controller within the MAP
demonstration project, genericity of the interface is emphasized.

Goal: To develop the MMS interface for the V400 NC controller and to make it
operational in a test site.

With M. Westra, a task assignment must be made for the design and implementation of the
interface. The achievements of our predecessors must be analysed.

1.4. Structure of the report

As the implementation of the interface requires a thorough understanding of MMS, MMS is
examined first in chapter 2. In view of the MAP demonstration project, the use of MMS in
numerical control applications is analysed. This chapter forms a theoretical basis for the
remainder of the report.
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Chapter 3 describes the environment in which the interface is being developed. Furthermore,
a summary of the achievements of my predecessors and a description of the state of the
project are given. On basis of this summary and early stage findings, a detailed overview of
my task within the project is given.

The following chapters describe the achievements with respect to three main fields of work.
Chapter 4 discusses the design and implementation of an MMS communication task. The
implementation of the MMS Communication Agent determines the starting point for the
development of a VMD interface task. Chapter 5 discusses global design aspects for this
VMD interface task. These design aspects influence the design of the VMD interface task,
which is described in chapter 6.

Chapter 7 describes the integration of interface component (the MMS Communication Agent,
the VMD interface and a DNC Communication Agent) and test results. An evaluation and
recommendations for future work are given in chapter 8.

The design and implementation of the DNC Communication Agent is described in [Westra].
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Chapter 2. Summary of MMS

This chapter summarizes fundamentals of the Manufacturing Message Specification. The
MMS protocol is used within the application layer of the OSI Reference Model. It offers
MMS user application processes at remote network nodes a set of services to communicate.
Since 1988, MMS is a multi-part International Standard of the ISO (ISO/IS 9506). Its core,
which addresses control and monitoring of generic MMS 'server applications', is the subject
of section 2.1. In addition to this core, several companion standards have been documented.
Each companion standard addresses the use of MMS for manufacturing devices that operate
under certain types of control, such as robot control, numerical control (NC) and
programmable logic control. The NC companion standard to MMS is described in section
2.2. Basic OSI terminology is summarized in appendix E.

2.1 . The Manufacturing Message Specification

The core of MMS consists of two parts:

• ISO/IS 9506-1, the Service definition.
This part defines the services that can be offered by an MMS provider and the parameter
data contained by each service primitive.

• ISO/IS 9506-2, the Protocol specification.
This part specifies the mapping of MMS services onto Protocol Data Units (PDUs) with
their specific formats.

This section discusses the MMS service definition and the protocol specification shortly. The
discussion is based on a Draft International Standard (DIS) of the MMS core [MMS_Core],
which has been used within the project.

2.1.1. Abstract object modelling

As stated in chapter 1, an essential feature of MMS is its genericity. An MMS provider
delivers services that can be used for various communications between user application
processes. In order to be able to specify a set of generic services, the MMS service defInition
is based on an abstract model of an MMS server application. The server application
represents the information processing system that one wishes to control with MMS services.
The controlling application process is referred to as the MMS client1

• The genericity of
MMS originates from the genericity of the abstract server model. By making an abstraction
from device dependent features (which also influence device dependent functionalities), it is

1 To prevent confusion, the terms client and server will not be used to denote respectively
the requesting and responding service user. In this report, client and server only refer to
the user applications on basis of their client/server relationship. In this context, the MMS
server is allowed to issue a request service primitive.
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possible to capture various MMS server applications by this model. The abstract model is the
outside view of the MMS server application. The MMS standard does not model the outside
view of MMS client applications. Consequently, no restrictions apply to the behaviour of
client processes. The only requirement with respect to MMS clients concerns the invocation
of valid sequences of services primitives.

In order to achieve genericity of the abstract model, an object-oriented approach is chosen
within the MMS standard. This approach uses features that resemble features used in object
oriented software construction [Meyer]. Examples of similarities are inheritance and use
relations. A main difference is that the MMS standard 'attaches' no routines to classes.

Any MMS server application can be modelled by means of a set of objects. These objects can
be seen as instances of object classes which are defined by the MMS standard. The general
structure of an object definition is given below.

Object: (name of class)

Key attribute: (name of attribute type (values))

Key attribute: (name of attribute type (values))
Attribute: (name of attribute type (values))

Attribute: (name of attribute type (values))
Constraint: (constraint expression)

Attribute: (name of attribute type (values))

Attribute: (name of attribute type (values))

An object consists of a set of data elements or attributes, which together comprise its
characteristics. All objects belonging to the same class have the same set of attribute types.
At least one key attribute is present to uniquely identify objects instantiated from the same
class. For some attribute types, the range of possible values is given between parentheses.

Some attributes are only considered relevant to the object if a certain condition is met. Such
conditions are reflected by constraint expressions, which determine whether the indented
attributes following this expression are meaningful or not. Attributes can also refer to other
objects. These reference attributes show relationships between objects, making the abstract
model less flat.

In [MMS_Core], object models are defined for:

• Virtual Manufacturing Device (VMD) and Transaction objects.
• Domain objects.
• Program Invocation objects.
• Named Variable, Unnamed Variable, Scattered Access, Named Variable List and Named

Type objects.
• Semaphore and Semaphore Entry objects.
• Operator Station objects.
• Event Condition, Event Action and Event Enrollment objects.
• Journal objects.
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A server application is said to operate in the MMS context, if a selection of these object
classes is sufficient to model its resources and characteristics. Basically, the server application
can be represented by one or more VMD objects, that refer to instances of other object
classes.

For a complete overview of the MMS object model definitions, see [MMS_Core] and
[Hamilton_3].

2.1.2. MMS service definition

The description of the semantics of most MMS service primitives is based on the abstract
model of the MMS server application. Hence, these services can be seen as the methods or
means to manipulate these objects or to retrieve information about these objects. In fact, they
will be used to manipulate the real entities or resources that are modelled by these objects. It
is important to realize that the abstract model of a manufacturing device (including all
referred objects) only serves to describe the external view of an MMS server application. The
way this view can or should be realized is not specified by the MMS standard.

In accordance with its purpose, each MMS service is grouped into one of the following
categories:

• Environment and general management.
• VMD support.
• Domain management.
• Program Invocation management.
• Variable access.
• Semaphore management.
• Operator communication.
• Event management.
• Journal management.
• File management.

For most services, the client application is the requesting user. The server application may
request only few services.

For all service primitives, the presence of zero or more parameters is specified. The presence
of a parameter is either:

• Mandatory.
• A user option.
• Conditioned by other parameters.
• To be defined by a companion standard.
• A selection from two or more parameters.

Furthermore, a parameter can contain subparameters. The presence of such parameter
determines the presence of its subparameters.
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2.1.3. MMS protocol specification

MMS provider processes communicate according to the application layer protocol. This
protocol comprises a description of the syntaxes of the PDUs that these processes exchange.
The Abstract Syntax Notation One (ASN.l), which is an International Standard of the ISO
(ISO/IS 8824), is used to specify these syntaxes. Data types, which are used by application
processes, can be described in the abstract syntax notation [Tanenbaum]. In order to achieve
this, ASN.l defines primitive data types and constructors to build complex data types. By
defining the various local data types of the application processes by primitive data types and
constructors, a mapping exists between instances of the local data types and instances of
abstract data types (and vice versa). As a result, instances of local data types can be encoded
for transmission. The format of encoded data type instances is specified by a transfer syntax.
The ASN.l Encoding Rules (ISO/IS 8825) can be used to describe the transfer syntax. The
transfer syntax is used by the presentation layer to exchange MMS PDUs in the form of bit
patterns.

2.2. The NC Message Specification

As MMS specifies a generic protocol, companion standards specify the contents and use of
MMS services for certain types of programmable manufacturing devices. One of the
companion standards to MMS is the NC Message Specification, which has also reached the
status of International Standard (ISO/IS 9506-4). A Draft Proposal (DP) of the NC Message
Specification [MMS_NCCS] is used within the project and will be referred to in the
remainder of this report.

The NC Message Specification contains:

• A definition of NC application classes.
• A description of the syntax of MMS services, which can be used to control NC server

applications. This includes the definition of parameters that have been left undefined by the
MMS core.

• A description of object models, which are specific for NC server applications, and their
mapping onto MMS object models.

• Recommendations for names to be used for standardized objects.

The NC application classes consist of three main classes and a number of subclasses:

• Class 1 (attended NC):
The NC system operates under local control. This means that the state of the NC system
cannot be changed by a remote client application. Data transfer and status information
reports do not affect the state of the system and are therefore allowed. The execution of
NC programs is controlled by a local operator and only the operator can make the NC
system initiate a message exchange.

o Subclass lA (paper tape replacement):
In this subclass, the NC system may initiate download of NC programs and data
concerning milling tools.
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o Subclass lB (standard attended NC):
In addition to subclass lA, the NC system may initiate upload of data, allow the
operator to answer upon requests from an MMS client (e.g. to ask the operator to take
actions the client is not allowed to take), respond to several network inquiries and
generate status information. Because the operator initiates status information, the client
application considers this information to be unsolicited.

• Class 2 (unattended NC):
The NC system operates under remote control, Le. under responsibility of a remote client.
Unattended NC includes all functionality of attended NC.

o Subclass 2A (basic unattended NC):
A client is permitted to control the execution of programs and to transfer data
concerning tool offsets. Furthermore, the NC system can generate (unsolicited) status
information as a result of state changes, without any action by the operator.

o Subclass 2B (full unattended NC):
In addition to subclass 2A, transfer of data concerning system setup is supported.
Furthermore, the NC system will respond to requests for inspection of variables.

• Class 3 (distributed NC):
In this class, the NC system is responsible for the execution of programs and for the
actions needed to enable this execution. This implies that the NC system often initiates
communication, for instance to make the client transfer data. Furthermore, the NC system
allows the client to define event conditions and event actions. The NC system can report
events and it can keep track of events in a journal. The NC system can also maintain a
queue of NC jobs to enable a client to determine a certain sequence of program executions.

If an MMS server application claims to operate in the NC-MMS context according to one of
these NC application classes, its characteristics and behaviour are subject to certain conditions
and restrictions. Three types of conformance conditions exist for the NC application classes:

• Conformance to standardized objects.
In order to create an abstract model of an NC system, a selection can be made from object
models defined in [MMS_Core]. However, for NC server applications, regular MMS
object classes do not necessarily suffice in creating a model of resources and
characteristics. Therefore in [MMS_NCCS] new object models are defined, which map
onto existing MMS classes. Many of these new object models are extensions of regular
MMS object models with NC-specific attributes. For each application subclass,
standardized NC-specific objects with recommended names should model the NC system.

• Conformance to service support.
Each application subclass specifies a mInImUm set of MMS services, which has to be
supported by the server for the particular class. These sets are called 'service conformance
building blocks'. .,-.

• Conformance to service parameters.
The use of some service primitive parameters is determined by the support of 'parameter
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conformance building blocks'. A parameter which depends on a conformance building
block is only used if the building block is supported. Each application class requires
support of one or more parameter conformance building blocks.
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Chapter 3. Project overview

This chapter first gives an overview of the materials that are used for the development of the
MMS interface. This overview reflects basic ingredients that are needed in the MAP
demonstration network. Software tools are described in appendix C. On basis of a summary
of project results and a description of the state of the project, a detailed description of further
work is made.

3.1. Hardware environment

Rec. RF

MMS
client

Splitter

Tran. RF
~--'---'--------

••

Head end remodulator

MMS
interface

NC
controller
simulation

MMS
client

tap cable
terminator

Figure 2. Test site used for the development of the MMS interface.

Figure 2 shows a small Local Area Network based on MAP version 3.0 (appendix E), which
is used to develop the MMS interface2

• At the physical layer and the Medium Access Control
(MAC) sublayer it realizes a 10 Mbitls token-passing bus (IEEE 802.4) using AMlPSK
broadband technology. By means of taps and drop cables, network nodes are connected to a
trunk cable (75 Ohm, coaxial). Two separate 12 MHz frequency ranges are used for signal
transmission from network nodes to a remodulator (reverse channel) and from the
remodulator to the network nodes (forward channel). Within the IEEE broadband frequency
spectrum, these frequency ranges use two 6 MHz cable television channels (CATV). A

2 Within the actual test site, the MAP network was physically configured as a ring in which
the headend remodulator functioned as a cable terminator. No splitter was used. This
configuration only functions when few network nodes are connected.
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splitter is used to separate both frequency ranges.

The Concord HR-110 Headend Remodulator accomplishes frequency translation over 190.25
MHz between one of five (programmable) channel pairs. It successively demodulates
incoming signals (modulated within a 12 MHz frequency band between 59.75 and 95.75
MHz) into a data stream and modulates this data stream (into a 12 MHz frequency band
between 252 and 288 MHz). Consequently, these five frequency ranges overlap. The headend
also performs frame error detection and data symbol timing. Network nodes are equipped
with Concord Series 1200 controllers with internal Concord Series 1210 modems. These
Concord MAPware controllers implement the MAC sublayer in hardware. Furthermore, they
provide the means for running the MAP 3.0 software. This software is downloaded into the
controllers' RAMs and takes care of the Logical Link Control (LLC) sublayer up to and
including the presentation layer. It provides a host interface to the Application Control
Service Element (ACSE).

The network nodes are two 80286 machines operating under DOS and one 80386DX machine
operating under OS/2. Both 80286 machines function as MMS drivers, simulating the
behaviour of MMS client applications. They are equipped with the appropriate host software,
consisting of ACSE, MMS-EASE (version 4.05 for DOS) and the actual driver, an MMS
EASE demonstration program. The 80386 machine runs ACSE and MMS-EASE (version
4.04 for OS/2) on top of the MAP 3.0 software. The MMS server application will also run
on this machine. For testing purposes it can communicate with a third 80286 machine through
an RS-232C link. This machine simulates part of the functionality of the V400 NC controller.

3.2. The MMS-EASE software package

Virtual Machine InterfacePaired Primitive Interface

~
Simplified User Interface to ACSE

-
MMS-EASE

User application

Figure 3. Functional blocks in an MMS-EASE application.

Within the context of the OSI Reference Model, an Application Service Element (ASE) is a
service provider operating within the application layer. Similarly, the MMS Embedded
Application Service Element of SISCO [MMS EASE] is a service provider for the MMS
application layer protocol. It offers a user application services to communicate with a remote
MMS user. Within the MAP protocol stack, the Association Control Service Element (ACSE)
is also part of the application layer.
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Figure 3 depicts the functional blocks of an MMS-EASE application. The MMS-EASE
Application Program Interface (API) gives an MMS user access to the MMS provider through
a library of C functions. MMS-EASE has access to the services provided by ACSE through
SUIC, the Simplified User Interface to ACSE. By using this function call interface, MMS
EASE does not have to deal with setting up and releasing associations and with passing
messages to and from a particular MAP controller board.

The ASN.l Decoder/Encoder utility is a tool to develop OSI ASEs, for which the application
protocol is specified according to ASN.1. As this tool performs translation of Application
PDUs, its use makes it part of the application layer. However, its functionality should be
considered part of the OSI presentation layer. The ASN.I Decoder/Encoder utility and the
function call interface to MMS-EASE are described in more detail in appendix A.

At both MMS clients (figure 2), the MMS-EASE demonstration program is used as a driver
to generate MMS messages and to display the contents of incoming MMS messages. This
demonstration program uses the function call interface of MMS-EASE to transmit and receive
messages, which makes it a user application program.

3.3. Exploration of project results; state of the project

Specification

In [Hamilton_I], basic requirements for the MMS interface are identified. An essential
requirement is that it must be easy to support additional functionality to exploit the remote
control capabilities of different and more sophisticated NC controllers. A formal specification
of the interface is given by means of the STATEMATE languages. These languages can be
used to specify the behaviour of real-time systems.

communication
&

synchronization

communication
&

synchronization

Link With controllerMAP network cable

MMS communication task .... I VMO interface task I.... ... ONC communication task
I I""

~ ~

MAP ONC

protocol stack communication stack

I I

Figure 4. Activities of the MMS interface.
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Three main activities are identified for the MMS interface (figure 4):

• The MMS communication task.
This task comprises the receipt and transmission of MMS messages using the MMS-EASE
software.

• The VMD interface task.
This is the actual interface between the MMS interface protocol and the DNC interface
protocol.

• The DNC communication task.
The task deals with remote message exchanges over a communication link with an NC
controller.

For the implementation of the MMS interface, the C+ + programming language is
recommended. This advice is based on the abstract object modelling approach of the MMS
standard and the fact that the software package to be used for the development of the MMS
application (MMS-EASE) is written in C. Objective-C has not been taken into consideration.
Furthermore, the Operating System OS/2 was recommended to allow an efficient
implementation of the interface by using multi-tasking features.

Design and implementation

In [Muijen_l] , the design of an object-oriented 'MMS Communication Agent' is described.
An essential feature of this Communication Agent is that it can implement the MMS
communication task for more than one VMD interface. In [Muijen_2], implementation aspects
are examined from a practical point of view. An important observation in this report concerns
the problems encountered during the attempt to realize an object-oriented implementation of
the MMS Communication Agent. These problems have occurred in embedding the MMS
EASE libraries in a C+ + application program. This has led to the implementation of a
regular C software program that interfaces with MMS-EASE to receive and transmit MMS
messages.

In [Laan], two approaches for an object-oriented decomposition of the VMD interface task
are described: a functional approach and an approach based on the communication behaviour.
For the second approach an implementation model is given. In this approach the interface is a
protocol converter based on Communicating Finite State Machines (CFSMs). In [Okumura],
these CFSMs are used as a formal method for protocol conversion. These state machines have
been chosen because of the specification of the interface by state machines, the availability of
mathematical models and the fact that state machines express our intuition. In [Laan], a
theoretical analysis of the construction and use of the CFSMs is made. A number of MMS
services that matches the functionality of the V400 NC controller is selected to illustrate the
use of CFSMs. Furthermore, operations on CFSMs have been specified formally in order to
create complex CFSMs for the VMD interface.

The design and implementation of the DNC communication task is described in [Westra]. As
the actual communication activity (figure 4) does not comprise much functionality, the DNC
Communication Agent includes a DNC communication driver, which implements the DNC
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communication stack. An object-oriented implementation has been realized by M. Westra
during my graduation period.

3.4. Work to be done

An early stage evaluation of the project results has led to the following findings:

• There is insufficient documentation on the design and implementation of the MMS
Communication Agent. The actual implementation does not correspond with [Muijen_l].

• A discussion on the use of MMS and global design aspects for the VMD interface has not
been made.

• A gap exists between the use of CFSMs and the implementation model of [Laan]. The
design (and partial implementation) of the VMD interface does not indicate how the
specified operations on CFSMs should be implemented. Furthermore, the need for these
operations is questionable. In [Laan], substantial implementation aspects have not been
addressed, for instance with respect to the interconnection of the MMS Communication
Agent and the VMD interface.

In the next chapters, results on the following fields of work are described:

• Analysis and validation of the design and implementation of the MMS communication task.
• Discussion on global design aspects for the VMD interface.
• Analysis and validation of the implementation model in [Laan].
• Development of an implementation model for the VMD interface.
• Integration of MMS interface components and testing.
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Chapter 4. Design and implementation of the MMS
communication task

This chapter discusses design and implementation aspects of the MMS Communication Agent.
As an introduction, some features of OS/23 are examined. This allows a discussion on
essential design decisions, implementation decisions and consequences in section 4.2.
Alternatives and improvements are examined in section 4.3.

4.1. General considerations

In protected mode, OS/2 allows multi-tasking in three ways [Campbell] [Norton]:

• Suppon for multiple sessions.
Each session or 'screen group' behaves as a virtual computer. A user can easily switch
between active sessions. A session is a group of processes, that use the same screen.
Therefore, sessions are only separated with respect to the user interface.

• Suppon for multiple processes in each session.
A process executes a main task within a session. It can start other processes, thereby
creating a parent-child relationship. Processes can be synchronized by system semaphores.
Inter-Process Communication (IPC) media allow communication between active processes.

• Suppon for multiple threads in each process.
CPU time is (normally) equally divided amongst threads. Each 'thread of execution'
resembles an active function within a process. Threads are normally synchronized by RAM
semaphores. Communication usually takes place through global data in a process.

As sessions merely serve for user convenience, they are of no significant interest for
programmers. Processes in different sessions can normally use IPC media and system
semaphores for communication and synchronization. Conversely, threads in different
processes cannot use global data and RAM semaphores. They must use IPC media and system
semaphores on behalf of the enclosing processes. Three IPC media exist to communicate
through RAM: shared memory segments, queues and pipes.

• Shared memory segments.
Segments in memory, either named or anonymous, can be shared by two or more
processes. The process that allocates a memory segment is the owner. In case of a named
memory segment, all processes that know this name can retrieve the segment selector to
gain access. The use of anonymous segments is slightly more complicated but it can
increase speed. The owner (and all other processes that know the segment selector) can
grant other processes access by passing the segment selector. To do this, the process
identification (PID) numbers of these processes must be known.

3 Microsoft OS/2 version 1.1.
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• Queues.
The entries of queues are registrations of (named or anonymous) shared memory segments.
These registrations, which contain pointers to memory segments, can be retrieved based on
priorities, the LIFO or the FIFO principle. An important fact is that only the owner of a
queue can read and remove registrations. More than one process can write into a single
queue. Normally the process that writes data into a shared memory segment is the owner
of that segment (as it knows the amount of memory that is needed).

• Pipes.
In contrast with queues, pipes contain the information that is exchanged. Therefore, the
capacity of a pipe is limited to a single memory segment. Furthermore, information can
only be handled as a FIFO stream of bytes, which makes pipes less flexible. Pipes are
slower than shared memory segment, but less complicated than queues. Pipes can either be
named or anonymous. The main advantage of named pipes over anonymous pipes is that
communication is message based.

Table 1. Evaluation of IPC media.

Criterium Flexibility Message Implementation Capacity Speed
IPC medium based fuse

Named shared memory + 0 0 + 0

Anonymous shared memory + 0 - + +
Queue (named sh. mem.) 0 + 0 + 0

Queue (anonymous sh. mem.) 0 + - + +
Named pipe - + 0 - +
Anonymous pipe - 0 + - +

Table 1 shows a global evaluation overview of the IPC media. This evaluation is based on
five essential criteria. The use of shared memory is least controlled by the Operating System.
This requires administration of entries by the user, which increases flexibility. Pipes are
easiest to use, but are least flexible and have limited capacity. In the next section, the
evaluation will be used to validate the MMS Communication Agent.

4.2. Analysis and validation

In [Hamilton_2], it was stated that the MMS communication task should take care of the
receipt and transmission of MMS messages for the VMD interface. By using the function call
interface of MMS-EASE (appendix A), the MMS Communication Agent can perform this
task for more than one VMD interface. Consequently, one session of MMS-EASE and the
Communication Agent is sufficient to handle more than one device (workstation controller).
The indication and confirmation functions of MMS-EASE are implemented for a few MMS
servIces.
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Figure S. The MMS Communication Agent.

The Communication Agent is implemented as a single Operating System process. For each
VMD interface listed in a configuration file, a process is started which should implement the
VMD interface task for the appropriate device (figure 5). The configuration file contains
Application Reference names, channel numbers and context values for these VMD interfaces.
The design decision to support multiple VMD interfaces highly influences the development of
the MMS interface. An IPC medium has to be used to communicate between the
Communication Agent and the VMD interface processes. As IPC takes place through RAM,
the data being exchanged is treated as continuous blocks of data. In order to avoid
complicated IPC, 'flat' data structures are used to hold MMS messages. A flat data structure
does not contain pointer-chained data members, which simplifies transport over an IPC
medium. The size of these data structures is not dynamic.

ASN.l allows definition of dynamic data structures. Many MMS PDUs are specified by such
data structures. In MMS-EASE, instances of Operation-Specific Data structures (OSD)
contain the information of these PDUs. In order to do this efficiently, some of these
structures contain pointer fields. In C, pointer-chains provide a convenient way to handle
dynamic data fields. As the OSDs are exchanged between MMS-EASE and the
Communication Agent, inefficiency is caused at the function call interface by the
Communication Agent.

Figure 6 gives an overview of data formats that are used at successive stages of the MMS
application. The Communication Agent uses static C data structures to represent MMS
messages. Whenever the application program needs to know the contents of a particular
structure instance, the format of this instance must be known. For this reason, all instances
are tagged by a number of data fields. A tag allows the application to cast a pointer to an
arbitrary structure into a pointer to a known structure, Le. containing formatted data. The
Communication Agent must tag structure instances in all user-defined indication or
confirmation functions, before these instances are sent to one of the VMD interfaces over an
IPC medium. Conversely, each VMD interface must tag structure instances to allow the
Communication Agent to identify these instances and to call the appropriate request or
response functions of MMS-EASE.
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Figure 6. Overview of used data formats.

The format of static C structures does not only imply inefficiency due to unused memory
space. Another drawback concerns the indirect use of the function call interface of MMS
EASE. Whenever a message is received from one of the VMD interfaces, identification of the
C structure takes place. With this identification, it is not possible to call the appropriate
request or response function immediately. For each request and response primitive, a function
is implemented which converts the C structure and the included tag into a dynamic OSD. An
advantage of the use of the internal data format by the Communication Agent is that
modifications to the data structures used by the MMS provider do not necessarily affect the
implementation of the VMD interfaces. Maintaining the initial internal data structures by the
Communication Agent can prevent modification of the VMD interfaces. Conversion functions
in the Communication Agent should be adjusted to accomplish this.

In [Hamilton_2], it was specified that the MMS communication task should communicate with
the VMD interface task through queues. Logically, Operating System FIFO queues have been
chosen for the implementation of IPC media between the MMS Communication Agent and
the VMD interfaces. The used memory segments are anonymous. As normally few entry
registrations will be present in these queues and as these entries do not occupy a large amount
of shared memory, pipes are an alternative. However, the flexibility of Operating System
queues is advantageous. It enables the assignment of priorities to MMS messages. As this
flexibility is sufficient, there is no need to use shared memory segments directly.

4.3. Alternatives and enhancements

In this section, alternatives and enhancements are given for:

• Data structures.
• Memory allocation.
• The use of threads and queues.
• Synchronization.
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4.3.1. Data structures

The inefficiency of static data structures is basically introduced by the use of !PC. The
problem can be solved in three ways:

• By avoiding IPC.
• By exchanging dynamic data structures over IPC media.
• By postponing the interpretation of MMS PDUs.

• Avoiding [PC.
The use of IPC can be avoided by implementing all VMD interfaces as threads within the
Communication Agent process. Threads can easily share data structures. This solution
would be advantageous in case of an object-oriented implementation of the Communication
Agent. In an object-oriented application, related data types can be handled much easier. At
the function call interface of MMS-EASE, objects can be created to contain MMS
messages. Polymorphism can make the use of tags superfluous and various routines can be
'attached' to data structures. However, since an earlier attempt to implement the
Communication Agent in C+ + has not been successful, this solution is questionable.
Furthermore, the use of threads for the VMD interfaces replaces the 'physical' separation
of the Communication Agent and the VMD interfaces by a 'logical' separation.

• Exchanging dynamic data structures over [PC media.
A mechanism can be implemented to enable both the Communication Agent and the VMD
interfaces to exchange dynamic data structures over IPC media (figure 7). In this way,
dynamic data structures can normally be used by the Communication Agent and the VMD
interfaces. This solution will not complicate the Communication Agent to a large extent. It
will only require re-definition of IPC.

Instance of a dynamic
C data structure

Data field

Pointer field Data

Data field Data

Data field Data

Data

Null

Data block in memory
.............................................. .:-: "-:

Data field

(

}... Pointer field

::: Data field

::: Data field

::: Data

::: Data

::: Data

::: Data

::: Null
......................... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Figure 7. Inter-Process Communication of a dynamic data structure.

The most straightforward method to realize the mechanism is to modify the user-defined
indication and confirm functions (which are declared in the MMS-EASE library) and the
Communication Agent 'conversion' functions for request and response primitives. As the
request and response conversion functions are useful to protect the VMD interfaces from
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modifications to data formats by the MMS provider, they can also be used to implement
the mechanism for every corresponding data structure. The indication and confirm
functions must be defined anyway by the Communication Agent, so they can also be
enhanced to implement the mechanism.

Common

SE API

c------O)
~==~.,{

VMD interface VMD interface

Figure 8. IPC using the intra-node functionality of the SE Agent.

It is interesting to note here that within the ESPRIT project VOICE, participant FhG/IPK
has developed a System-wide Exchange Agent (SE Agent) which allows both intra-node
and inter-node communication of dynamic C structures (in the first instance only for MMS
messages) [Rang]. By using the SE API (figure 8), a process can communicate with local
and remote processes without knowing their location. The intra-node functionality of the
SE Agent can be used by the Communication Agent and the VMD interfaces for IPC.
Moreover, the inter-node functionality can make the Communication Agent superfluous.

• Postponing the interpretation ofMMS PDUs.
Evidently, MMS PDUs contain the information that is exchanged between MMS providers.
A VMD interface has to interpret the information of all PDUs that contain the channel
number of the corresponding Application Reference. To make this interpretation possible,
MMS-EASE uses the ASN.l Decoder/Encoder utility to transform PDUs into instances of
C data structures.

MMS Communication Agent VMD interfaces

................. . ............................ ................... ............. .

Figure 9. VMD interfaces containing the ASN.l Decoder/Encoder utility.

An alternative approach is to postpone the interpretation of MMS PDUs (figure 9). If it is
possible to let VMD interfaces perform this activity, PDUs can be directly exchanged over
an IPC medium. The Communication Agent has to know the channel number of the PDU
(Le. to which application the PDU is destined to go or which application generated the
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PDU). In this way, all VMD interfaces can interpret and generate PDUs themselves,
creating whatever local data format is required (e.g. regular data structures or class
instances). To realize this, all VMD interfaces have to drive the building and decoding
processes (see appendix A). This approach will make the MMS Communication Agent to a
large extent redundant. The Communication Agent will only take care of the appropriate
actions upon occurrence of events and of the generation of events. Furthermore, a PDU's
channel number will have to be retrieved or determined.

This solution highly affects the implementation of the MMS interface. Basically, it implies
partial implementation of an MMS provider, thus re-implementation of part of MMS
EASE within all VMD interfaces. The API service access point will not consist of a
function call interface, but of a set of queues (and possibly semaphores). A major
advantage is that VMD interfaces can rely upon the syntax of MMS PDUs as defined in
[MMS_Core]. As long as the syntaxes of PDUs do not change, the VMD interface will not
have to be modified. A disadvantage is that much more functionality will be included in
each VMD interface because syntax checking of PDUs will be decentralized.

4.3.2. Memory allocation

For every message that is sent to a queue, the Communication Agent allocates and deallocates
a shared memory segment by calling DosAllocSeg(...) and DosFreeSeg(...) respectively. An
alternative is to use only one shared memory segment, in which memory blocks are allocated
and deallocated by DosSubAlloc(...) for each message. In this approach, the Operating System
does not have to make each block of memory sharable, which is more efficient in speed.

4.3.3. The use of threads and queues

As shown in figure 5, the Communication Agent comprises a main thread and one thread for
each VMD interface. The main thread polls MMS-EASE to detect the occurrence of events.
The additional threads use the DosReadQueue(..) API function to wait indefinitely for the
corresponding VMD interface to put a message for the Communication Agent into the queue.
Most of the time, none of these threads will be active. Furthermore, a RAM semaphore has
to be used to arbitrate the invocation of the MMS-EASE request and response functions. One
thread suffices to detect whether a VMD interface generates an MMS message without
wasting CPU cycles. The DosMuxSemWait(...) function enables a thread to wait for the
release of one semaphore from a group of semaphores. This group of semaphores should
contain one system semaphore for each VMD interface. By means of releasing a system
semaphore, a VMD interface can inform the Communication Agent that a message has been
put in the queue. The return value of DosMuxSemWait(...) will indicate which semaphore was
responsible (Le. which VMD interface) for unblocking the thread. The way
DosMuxSemWait(...) is implemented by OS/2 will determine its speed efficiency in
comparison with the use of several threads by the application. Perhaps, the Operating System
will implicitly create a number of temporary threads. More important however is that this
implementation is hidden from the application. Furthermore, the use of DosMuxSemWait(...)
is more efficient in memory usage. If several threads are used, all threads must contain code
to call the appropriate MMS-EASE function upon receipt of an MMS message. By using
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DosMuxSemWait(...), only one thread needs to implement this parsing process. Another fact
is that the DosMuxSemWait(...) function is edge-triggered. The thread will be unblocked if
one of the semaphores has been released, even if this semaphore has been taken again. The
design can even be made more efficient by using a single queue to multiplex all messages
sent by the VMD interfaces to the Communication Agent. Although only one process can
read from this queue (the Communication Agent), more than one processes (the VMD
interfaces) can write into the queue. In this situation, the DosSemWait(...) function can be
used by the Communication Agent. In contrast with DosMuxSemWait(... ), DosSemWait(. ..) is
is level-sensitive, but this will not influence synchronization.

4.3.4. Synchronization

In the current implementation, the initialization of queues is not synchronized by the using
processes. System semaphores can be used for this purpose. As mentioned in section 4.1, the
only process that can read from a queue is the owner process. This process must call
DosCreateQueue(...) before any other process is allowed to retrieve the queue handle by
calling DosOpenQueue(...). If two processes share two queues for bidirectional
communication, the initialization can be synchronized with one semaphore. One semaphore
suffices if one takes into account that one process (the 'parent' process) starts the execution of
the other process (the 'child' process). The synchronization is illustrated below in pseudo
code.

Parent process

Create (Queue_')
Create (Sem)
Set (Sem)
ExecPgm (Child_Process)

Wait (Sem)
Open (Queue_2)
Close (Sem)

Close (Queue_')

Chl1d process

-- > Open (Sem)
Open (Queue_')
Create (Queue_2)

< -- Clear (Sem)
Close (Sem)

Close (Queue_2)

If no assumptions are made about parent-child relations, two semaphores are needed.

4.4. Starting point for the development of the VMD interface

So far, alternatives for data structures and memory allocation have not been made concrete as
they would involve substantial modifications to the MMS Communication Agent. Only
adjustments to data structures have been made to enable proper IPC. Consequently, the
development of the VMD interface will be based on the use of static and tagged data
structures. As the use of threads and queues by the Communication Agent does not influence
the VMD interface, no modifications have been made. For synchronization, system
semaphores have been added. The synchronization with the VMD interface will be addressed
in chapter 6.
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Chapter 5. Global design aspects for the VMD interface

This chapter describes global design aspects for the VMD interface task. Section 5.1 contains
a discussion on the design of the MMS server application. On basis of this discussion, basic
design decisions are described in section 5.2. In the following two sections, the V400 and
F600 NC controllers are examined. Section 5.5 discusses design consequences, based on the
design decisions and on features of the NC controllers.

5.1. Different approaches in designing an MMS server application

As MMS services are defined on basis of an abstract model of real manufacturing devices,
this model presents a virtual device that can communicate by means of these services. This
model is based on the VMD class, as defined by the MMS standard (section 5.3.1).
Therefore, an MMS server application should conform to an instance of the VMD class, in
the sense that its resources allow it to behave externally as a VMD object. The functionality
of the server application is determined by the MMS services it supports. In order to support
this functionality, the remote control functionality of the real device (or its controller) is used.
The functionality of the real device is determined by its Machine Specific Language (MSL).
In developing an MMS server application (or an implementation of a virtual device), different
approaches can be distinguished. Below, two 'extreme' approaches are discussed. The service
functionality that one wishes to be offered by the server application and the remote control
functionality of the real device are essential in this discussion.

5.1.1. First approach: explicit creation of a VMD

First, let us examine a situation in which one wishes to use MMS services for a
manufacturing device that exhibits very limited capabilities of computerized control and
monitoring. In order to benefit from a powerful protocol like MMS, the MMS server
application can upgrade such a device into a more intelligent virtual device. Functionality can
be added by implementing the VMD model to a certain extent, enabling the use of a larger
subset of all MMS services.

An example of this approach can be found in [Wagner]. In this article a flexible
manufacturing cell, consisting of a robot, a numerical controlled milling machine and a PLC,
needs to be controlled. A plant scheduler determines which resources are required within the
cell to produce certain parts. It uses a MAP network and MMS to enable the cell units to
produce these parts. However, as the functionality of each cell unit does not resemble a
VMD-like functionality, a personal computet is placed between the scheduler and the cell
units. This computer allows communication by means of MMS and it is used to add service
functionality to the limited functionalities of the cell units.

4 In [Wagner], the term cell controller is used for this computer, but the use of this term
does not correspond with its meaning in the CAM Reference Model.
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Figure 10. An MMS server application as a virtual manufacturing device.

To realize this, the resources of the personal computer are identified, which are needed to
perform the desired tasks. Appropriate subsets of these resources are captured by MMS
Domain objects (see section 5.3.2), which are either predefined or dynamically created within
the application. Examples of predefined Domains are a Domain containing information that is
needed to communicate with the cell units via an RS-232C link and a Domain that contains
the code and data to control the milling machine. Dynamically created Domains are used to
contain program files that are downloaded from the scheduling computer into the personal
computer. A more detailed division of the desired functionality is obtained by using other
MMS objects, like Variables. In this way, control is not only possible by executing program
files, but also by directly accessing features of the computer. Furthermore, Program
Invocation objects are identified. According to the MMS standard, a Program Invocation
object (see section 5.3.4) corresponds to the execution of a program that makes an MMS
server application carry out a particular task using a combination of Domain objects. For
instance, Program Invocation objects are used to set up the communication ports of the
computer (using the RS-232C Domain) and to control the cell units.

It may have become clear that in this approach the personal computer is in fact the device
which is controlled by the plant scheduler. The scheduler (cell/line controller) 'sees' an
intelligent device that it can communicate with, while in fact this MMS server application is a
virtual device that uses a number of real devices (figure 10). The functionality of the server
application is not restricted to direct use of the functionalities of the cell units. Instead, the
desired resources and capabilities of the computer, that are needed to make it function as an
'intelligent' MMS device, are the starting point for the development of a true virtual
manufacturing device.

5.1.2. Second approach: the IVIMS interface as a transparent gateway

A second approach is shown in figure 11. It applies in situations in which a manufacturing
device offers a reasonable amount of functionality in comparison with an MMS-VMD. This
does not necessarily mean that this particular device is able to communicate through MMS
services. However, messages that can be used to control or monitor this device can be
mapped onto MMS services. In this case, it may not be necessary to expand the functionality
of the device. The primary function of the MMS server application is only to make the
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functionality of the real device visible towards an MMS client application. Hence, the MMS
server application becomes a transparent gateway rather than a virtual device. Although the
function of the server application is quite different compared to the first approach, the outside
view of the MMS server application still corresponds to a virtual manufacturing device. MMS
objects vinually reside within the interface, but this does not influence the behaviour of the
MMS client application.

MMSc/ient MMSserver

Workstation controller

"MMS" objects

Workstation controller

[]
llJ

I·········.....

virtual
MMS objects

Multiple gateway

MMS

Cell/line
controller

"MMS" objects

Figure 11. An MMS server application containing transparent interfaces.

5.1.3. Discussion

At this point, one may be wondering which one of these two approaches the MMS protocol is
intended for. An important observation is that MMS offers a wide range of services that can
be used for a variety of devices. It is not likely that any real device will be able to fully
exploit the entire MMS functionality. Instead, a device's MSL will allow a mapping onto a
subset of all MMS services. This implies that there will always be a substantial gap between
the MMS service functionality offered by MMS and the remote control functionality of the
manufacturing device. This observation is reflected by for instance the NC Message
Specification. Therefore, it will always be possible to use the first approach. However, by
supporting an appropriate subset of all MMS services, an MMS server application should
grant the MMS client access to the real device's functionality. Standardization should
encourage device vendors to make devices support MMS, making all functionality directly
available through MMS. Some aspects to be taken into consideration when determining a
subset of services for an MMS server application are mentioned in [MMS_Core]:

• Applicability of the service to the device.
• The complexity of services and requirements.
• The complexity of provision of a particular class of services via the network versus the

complexity of the device.

The companion standards to MMS are based on these aspects as they indicate which MMS
objects and which subset of MMS services are applicable to their respective devices. In case
of NC server applications, even conformance to the highest application class requires support
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of only a small part of all MMS services.

From the preceding discussion, one can conclude that the second approach can be used
whenever a reasonable mapping exists between the MMS services and the machine specific
messages. If this is not the case, i.e. if a device cannot be categorized as an intelligent
machine, the first approach can be used to make the use of MMS justifiable. To illustrate
this, consider the storage capability of NC systems. NC systems that cannot store programs
locally, must take actions as soon as data blocks are received. 'Intelligent' interfaces could
upgrade such devices by (temporarily) storing programs locally. Although the addition of
functionality is rather a requirement for non-intelligent devices, this may also be desirable in
situations dealing with intelligent devices. One can think of situations in which the mapping
between MMS services and machine specific messages is not easily made. On the other hand,
if standardized communication through MMS is considered more important than a VMD-like
functionality, the use of MMS does not have to be justified by applying the first approach.

Another important observation is that the use of MMS is not restricted to controlling and
monitoring manufacturing devices. The first approach can lead to an implementation of a
virtual device, based upon an MMS object decomposition. The fact that a number of real
manufacturing devices can be used by a virtual device is of no importance to the MMS client
application. In terms of object-oriented programming features, one could state that the MMS
client only sees the interface of classes that represent the MMS server application. The MMS
client is not interested in the implementation of these classes' routines and attributes. For
instance, if an MMS client asks the MMS server to start execution of a program, this client
does not need to know how this start routine is realized. Thus, a VMD can represent all kinds
of information processing systems. Every system that can be modelled by MMS-like objects,
allows communication by means of MMS services.

A first example that illustrates this observation is the FALC [Lammerts] [Scheffer] [Vidal],
which is based on the CAM Reference Model. A cell/line controller and several workstation
controllers are implemented on personal computers. The tasks that can be completed by each
controller ('recipes') are captured by MMS Domain objects. Program Invocation objects
model the execution of these recipes. Clearly, at these levels of the CAM Reference Model,
MMS is not used to control manufacturing devices.

The MMS-EASE demonstration program is a second example. On basis of several MMS
object classes, it defines data structures in the C programming language to represent these
classes. As the demonstration program can be used as a client application, instances of these
structures physically represent resources of the application (e.g. a Domain object can
represent a file on disk). Not surprisingly, the use of these MMS-EASE object structures is
described in [Wagner]. In the C programming language, structure fields can contain pointers
to functions. The use of this feature resembles definition of class routines. However, a true
object-oriented implementation of MMS objects would be favourable in this situation.

5.2. Basic design decisions

A major design decision for the VMD interface task relates to the discussion of the previous
section. In the next sections it will become clear that a reasonable mapping exists between the
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functionality of both NC controllers and the functionality of a VMD server that operates in
the NC-MMS context. The second approach will therefore be used in designing the VMD
interface. Because this approach does not prevent the addition of functionality within the
interface, it is important to state here that in principle no functionality will be added. This
design decision implies the attempt to create a transparent MMS gateway.

In accordance with the object-oriented approach of the MMS standard, two aspects of the
V400 and F600 NC controllers will be analysed:

• Resources and characteristics.
In section 5.3, NC-specific object classes for abstract models of the NC controllers will be
presented. The entire MMS server application is supposed to operate in the NC-MMS
context. Only MMS object classes that are sufficiently relevant for this model are
examined and interpreted. NC application class 2A is used as a guideline.

• Functionality.
In section 5.4, operations that affect features and/or state of the NC controllers are related
to the use of MMS services. This functionality only applies to the situation in which the
DNC protocol is used for communication with the NC controllers (see appendix B). DNC
message exchanges will be referred to as DNC functions.

5.3. Abstract models for the NC controllers

The NC Message Specification guides in the identification of object classes, which represent
various 'intelligent' NC systems. In analysing resources and characteristics of the NC
controllers, the following object classes are examined:

• The NC VMD and Transaction class.
• The NC Domain class.
• The Named Variable class.
• The NC Program Invocation class.
• The Operator Station class.

In the remainder of this chapter, recommendations for names of standardized MMS objects,
as given in [MMS NCCS], start with'N '.- -

5.3.1. NC VMD and Transaction objects

A regular MMS server application can be modelled by an instance of the VMD class. A
VMD object represents the externally visible behaviour of (part of) an MMS server
application. The VMD object model definition is shown on the next page.

The Executive Function attribute represents the MMS service handling functionality and
uniquely identifies the object among a set of VMD objects. This identification is needed
because an MMS server application can contain more than one VMD object. The way the
functionality maps onto the functionality of the real device is hidden from the users of the
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VMD class.

Object: VMD

Key Attribute: Executive Function
Attribute: Vendor Name
Attribute: Model Name
Attribute: Revision
Attribute: Logical Status

(STATE-CHANGES-ALLOWED, NO-STATE-CHANG ES-ALLOWED, LI MITED-
SERVICES-SUPPORTED)

Attribute: List of Capabilities
Attribute: Physical Status

(OPERATIONAL, PARTIALLY-OPERATIONAL, INOPERABLE, NEEDS-
COMMISSIONING)

Attribute: List of Program Invocations
Attribute: List of Domains
Attribute: List of Transaction Objects
Attribute: List of Upload State Machines (ULSM)
Attribute: List of Other VMD-specific Objects

With respect to the use of MMS services, a Logical Status attribute is defined. The use of
services is restricted in states 'NO-STATE-CHANGES-ALLOWED' and 'LIMITED
SERVICES-SUPPORTED'. The term 'capability' is used to denote a resource or a set of
resources that is needed to make the VMD object carry out a task. The List of Capabilities
attribute is used to capture all capabilities of the VMD object. The Physical Status attribute
refers to the operational state of the device's hardware, which affects the actual capabilities.

The NC VMD class inherits attributes from the regular VMD class. The NC VMD object
model adds the following attributes to the VMD object model:

Attribute: NC State
Attribute: Current State
Attribute: List of Tool Matrices
Attribute: List of Machine Paths
Attribute: List of Parking Locations
Attribute: List of Machine Axes
Attribute: List of Machine Controls
Attribute: List of Executable Programs
Attribute: List of Parts
Attribute: List of Pallets
Attribute: List of Local Stores
Attribute: List of Accessories

In principle, an NC controller can be modelled by an instance of the NC VMD class. The NC
State attribute is made up of two substates of the VMD's logical status 'STATE-CHANGES
ALLOWED', the NC control states and the NC operational states.
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The NC control states correspond to two modes of operation that apply to both NC
controllers when the DNC protocol is selected for communications:

• DNC local mode.
In this mode, data transfer is initiated by the operator, who fully controls the NC system.
A remote client cannot influence the operational state of the NC system.

• DNC remote mode.
In this mode, data transfer is initiated by a client application. The extent to which the
client can control the operational state of the NC system depends on the functionality
offered by the NC controller.

The NC operational states, which are not related to the control states, are used to model the
state of the NC system concerning the execution of NC programs.

The actions that are needed for transitions between control states or operational states may be
initiated by various entities. Examples of these entities are a remote client, an NC program,
the NC system and a local operator. In examining the (remote) functionality of both
controllers, section 5.4.7 will describe transitions between states, initiated by a remote client.

Most of the remaining attributes of the NC VMD class are lists of Named Type objects,
which have NC VMD specific scope. These objects model for instance types of stores, pallets
and parking locations. NC application class 2A requires no standardized Named Type objects.

By referring to other objects, which are either static or dynamic, the (NC) VMD can be
described in greater detail. An example of a reference is the List of Transaction Objects
attribute. A Transaction object is created whenever a VMD object receives an indication
primitive of a confirmed MMS service. The Invoke ID is present in the corresponding MMS
PDU and will be used to 'pair' primitives. First, the List of Pre-execution Modifiers is
processed. A 'modifier' represents either a semaphore (captured by a Semaphore object) or an
event (captured by an Event Enrollment object). Processing of the pre-execution modifiers
means waiting for events to occur and waiting for semaphores to be released. Each
successfully claimed semaphore is listed in the List of Post-execution Modifiers, so
semaphores can be released after execution of the service identified by the Confirmed Service
Request attribute. After processing all post-modifiers, the response primitive is sent and the
Transaction object is deleted.

Object: Transaction

Key Attribute: Invoke ID
Attribute: List of Pre-execution Modifiers
Attribute: Current Modifier Reference
Attribute: Confirmed Service Request
Attribute: List of Post-execution Modifiers
Attribute: Cancellable (TRUE, FALSE)

S The F600 NC controller can also operate in a 'BDE mode'. In comparison with the local
DNC mode, unsolicited status reports are additionally supported in the BDE mode.
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It is difficult to identify physical resources of the NC controllers that can be modelled by
Transaction objects. In an abstract view of an NC controller, the receipt of a DNC command
by the NC controller can be represented by internal creation of a Transaction object.
Similarly, issuing the response can be represented by deletion of the Transaction object.
However, in section 5.5 it will be made clear that Transaction objects should not be used to
model resources or characteristics of the NC controllers.

5.3.2. NC Domain objects

The DNC functions of both NC controllers make a number of user memories available, in
which data can be stored and from which data can be retrieved. These memories, which are
listed in appendix B, should be modelled by MMS objects in different ways. The distinction
originates from the way these memories can be accessed by the user. In principle, Domain
objects, referenced by the List of Domains attribute of the NC VMD class, can be used to
model these memories. A Domain object represents a container of information needed to
make the device carry out a certain task. The Domain class is defined according to the
following object model:

Object: Domain

Key attribute: Domain Name
Attribute: List of Capabilities
Attribute: State (LOADING, COMPLETE, INCOMPLETE, READY, IN-USE)
Constraint: State = (LOADING, COMPLETE, INCOMPLETE)

Attribute: Assigned Application Association
Attribute: MMS Deletable (TRUE, FALSE)
Attribute: Sharable (TRUE, FALSE)
Attribute: Domain Content
Attribute: List of Subordinate Objects
Constraint: State = IN-USE

Attribute: List of Program Invocation References
Attribute: Upload In Progress
Attribute: Additional Detail

Each task associated with a Domain object makes use of a subset of the 'Capabilities' of the
VMD object. Thus, the List of Capabilities attribute partitions the resources of the VMD for
this task. A Domain object can either be static (Le. predefined) or dynamically created during
an Application Association, for instance by downloading its contents into the Domain Content
attribute. The MMS Deletable attribute indicates whether the Domain object can be
dynamically deleted. The List of Program Invocation References and the Sharable attribute
relate to the use of the Domain by Program Invocation objects (see section 5.3.4).

Within the NC-MMS context, an extended Domain class is used: the class of NC Domain
objects. The NC-specific Domain class replaces the Additional Detail attribute of the MMS
Domain class by the following attributes:

Attribute: Domain Type
Attribute: Domain Size
Attribute: Domain Creation Date
Attribute: Domain Content Filename
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As these attributes are used for various NC Domain objects, a Domain Type attribute is
needed. For each NC Domain object, an MMS server can keep track of its size (in bytes), its
date and time of creation and its identification at a remote filestore.

The Program Memory and the Macro Memory of the NC controllers consist of separate units
of data, which should be modelled by separate NC Domain objects. For instance, each unit
within the Program Memory contains a sequence of part execution steps that makes the device
carry out a specific task. As the NC programs are handled separately, the entire Program
Memory can be represented by a List ofDomains, forming a subset of the corresponding NC
VMD attribute. For each NC program Domain included in this list, the Domain Type attribute
has value 'Machine Program'. Depending on the availability of resources for a Program
Invocation object, execution of a subset of the NC programs can be started. These programs
can be represented by the List ofExecutable Programs of the NC VMD class. A similar view
applies to the Macro Memory, although the enclosed NC Domain objects should only be
listed in the List ofDomains attribute of the NC VMD.

(Subset of) List of Domains

NC Domain object

Domain Name: N_PRG PM9000

NC Domain Type: Machine Program

NC Domain object

Domain Name: N_PRG_PM9oo1

NC Domain Type: Machine Program

Program Memory (PM)

N9000 (first program)
N1 GO X100 nOD
N2 G1 X50 Y50

N9oo1 (second program)
N1 GO X200 Y200
N2 G1 X20 Y50

Figure 12. MMS object view of the Program Memory.

All other memories are handled by the NC controllers as containers for continuous blocks of
data. This implies that these user-accessible memories can be modelled by single NC Domain
objects. For example, the Machine Constants Memory is merely a single container of system
characterizing values. The individual machine constants can be treated as Variable objects
with Domain-specific or VMD-specific scope. Figures 12 and 13 illustrate the difference
between object mappings of the Program Memory and the Constants Memory.

[MMS_NCCS] is rather vague about the contents and types of various standardized NC
Domain objects. Therefore, it is difficult to make a precise mapping of the user memories
onto these standardized objects. NC application class 2A requires the following standardized
NC Domains, with recommended Domain Name values:

• N PRG- -
• N TOF- -
• N CCP- -

Machine Program.
Tooling offset table.
Cutter compensation table.
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The recommended NC Domain names can be followed by user-defined Domain identifiers.

NC Domain object
Domain Name: N_SET_CM

Named or Unnamed Variable object

Named or Unnamed Variable object

Named or Unnamed Variable object

Constants Memory (CM)

N770 3

N771 0

N772

5.3.3.

Figure 13. MMS object view of the Constants Memory.

Named Variable objects

In order to model variables that exist in an information processing system, MMS defines
classes of Unnamed and Named Variables. While an Unnamed Variable object is identified by
its address, a Named Variable object is identified by a unique name. The object model of the
Named Variable class is shown below. The existence of each object can either depend on the
existence of a Domain, an Application Association or a VMD.

Object: Named Variable

Key Attribute: Variable Name
Attribute: MMS Deletable
Attribute: Type Description
Attribute: Access Method (PUBLIC, ... )
Constraint: Access Method = PUBLIC

Attribute: Address

NC application class 2A requires the following NC VMD-specific Named Variable objects
with recommended names:

• N ControlLocal
• N MachinePower

Variable that represents a logical NC control state switch.
Variable that represents a logical power on/off switch.

5.3.4. NC Program Invocation objects

The List of Program Invocations is another reference attribute of a NC VMD object. A
Program Invocation object represents the execution of a task by the MMS server, analogous
to a thread in a multi-threaded environment.
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Object: Program Invocation

Key attribute: Program Invocation Name
Attribute: State

(IDLE, STARTING, RUNNING, STOPPING, STOPPED, RESUMING,
RESETTING, UNRUNNABLE)

Attribute: List of Domain References
Attribute: MMS Deletable (TRUE, FALSE)
Attribute: Reusable (TRUE, FALSE)
Attribute: Monitor (TRUE, FALSE)
Constraint: Monitor = TRUE

Attribute: Event Condition
Attribute: Event Action
Attribute: Event Enrollment

Attribute: Start Argument (Initially empty)
Attribute: Additional Detail

To perform a task, information contained by one or more Domain objects is needed. These
objects are captured by the List of Domain References attribute. Similarly, whenever a
Domain object is being used by a Program Invocation object (i.e. the Domain's State attribute
has value 'IN-USE'), this particular Program Invocation object is referred to by the Domain
object. During execution of an NC program, information contained by referenced Domain
objects is read or written. Table data, which can be written during execution of an NC
program, influence the behaviour of the program. Such Domain-specific objects can be
modelled by Variable objects. Program Invocation objects that cannot be executed more than
once, are called 'non-reusable'. Their state will be set to 'UNRUNNABLE' after one
completion. Event objects can be used by a remote MMS user to monitor the execution of a
Program Invocation. If a Domain object can be used by more than one Program Invocation at
the same time, the value of the Sharable attribute is 'TRUE'. For the NC Program Invocation
class, the Additional Detail attribute is replaced by a set of NC-specific attributes:

Attribute: Program Type
Constraint: Program Type = Active Program

Attribute: Machine Program Sequence
Constraint: MMS Stopped State

Attribute: Stopped State
Attribute: Active Machine Program
Attribute: Active Sequence Number

Constraint: Program Type = NC Job Program
Attribute: NC Job Data
Constraint: MMS Stopped State

Attribute: Job Stopped State
Attribute: Active Job Operation

Constraint: Program Type = Accessory Program
Attribute: Accessory Program Data
Constraint: MMS Stopped State

Attribute: Stopped State

NC application class 2A requires one standardized NC Program Invocation object, of which
the recommended name can be followed by a user-defined name:

• NACT Active program object (program Type = Active Program).
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5.3.5. Operator Station object

The NC controllers are equipped with a screen and a keyboard. The Operator Station class
models resources that enable interaction with human operators. The object model defInition is
given below.

Object: Operator Station

Key attribute: Operator Station Name
Attribute: Station Type (ENTRY, DISPLAY, ENTRY-DISPLAY)
Constraint: Station Type = ENTRY

Attribute: Input Buffer
Attribute: State

(IDLE, WAITING-FOR-INPUT-STRING, INPUT-BUFFER-FILLED)
Constraint: Station Type = DISPLAY

Attribute: List of Output Buffers
Attribute: State

(IDLE, OUTPUT-BUFFERS-FILLED)
Constraint: Station Type = ENTRY-DISPLAY

Attribute: Input Buffer
Attribute: List of Output Buffers
Attribute: State

(IDLE, DISPLAY-L1ST-OF-PROMPT-DATA, WAITING-FOR-INPUT-STRING,
INPUT-BUFFER-FILLED, OUTPUT-BUFFERS-FILLED)

From the point of view of the Operator Station object, it can be used for output (DISPLAY
type), input (ENTRY type), or both (ENTRY-DISPLAY type).

In NC application class 2A, conformance to standardized MMS objects requires the presence
of at least one Operator Station object with the following recommended key attribute:

• N_Operator I/O medium for communication with operator.

5.4. Functionality of the NC controllers

The functionalities of the NC controllers in DNC local mode differ from the functionality in
DNC remote mode. First, the functionalities are examined according to applicable MMS
service categories, which are given in section 2.1.2. The MMS services mentioned in this
section may only be requested by the MMS client application, unless stated otherwise.
Second, section 5.4.7 will discuss transitions between the local and remote DNC modes.
Appendix B gives an overview of all DNC commands supported by the V400 NC controller.

5.4.1. Environment and general managent services

The MMS services included in this category are:

• Initiate (request by client or server).
• Conclude (request by client or server).
• Abort (request by client or server, or indication by MMS provider).
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• Reject (indication by MMS provider).
• Cancel (request by client or server).

Before two MMS users can communicate, an Application Association must be set up up with
the Initiate service. With respect to this service, the MMS standard makes use of the terms
'calling' and 'called' MMS user. The MMS user that issues the request primitive is referred
to as the 'calling' MMS user, while the MMS user that issues the response primitive is
referred to as the 'called' MMS user. Both 'calling' and 'called' users may request the
Conclude service.

All NC application classes require support of the first four MMS services, while none of
these classes requires support of the Cancel service. As the required services do not operate
on MMS objects, it is not the manufacturing device that should support such service
functionality. Consequently, VMO interfaces for the NC controllers must add functionality to
support the environment and general management services.

5.4.2. VMD support services

Services of the VMO support category operate on the VMO (or NC VMO) object. The
following services belong to this category:

• Identify.
• Status.
• UnsolicitedStatus (request by server).
• GetNameList.
• Rename.
• GetCapabilityList.

In figure 14, a sequence of two ONC messages is shown that is supported by both NC
controllers in both ONC modes. With the M_VN command a cell controllef can request the
system type and version number of the NC controller. The NC controller will answer with
the R_VN command followed by a data field that contains a four character system type
number (' ssss'), a space and a data field that contains a three character version number
('vvv'). This data exchange resembles the MMS Identify service. However, the contents of
the data field following R_VN and the parameters of the response primitive of the identify
service do not correspond completely.

CC

I M_VN

CNC

--~ R_VN I Sssss_Vvvv I

Figure 14. DNC function for NC system identification.

6 The term cell controller, as used in the specification of the V400 NC controller,
corresponds with its meaning in the CAM Reference Model.
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Of the VMD support group, only the Identify service can be supported by the VMD interface
for the V400 NC controller. The Status and UnsolicitedStatus services can be supported
additionally by a VMD interface for the F600 NC controller (only if the controller is
operating in BDE or DNC remote mode). Both functionalities satisfy service conformance to
NC application subclass 1A.

5.4.3. Domain management services

The MMS services that operate on Domain objects for Domain management are:

• RequestDomainDownload (request by server).
• InitiateDownloadSequence.
• DownloadSegment (request by server).
• TerminateDownloadSequence (request by server).
• RequestDomainUpload (request by server).
• InitiateUploadSequence.
• UploadSegment (request by server).
• TerminateUploadSequence (request by server).
• LoadDomainContent.
• StoreDomainContent.
• DeleteDomain.
• GetDomainAttributes.

The NC controllers support data transfer to (download) and from (upload) the user memories.
Remote access of these memories implies that NC Domain objects are needed to model these
memories. Both NC controllers at least satisfy conformance to the standardized NC Domain
objects of NC application class 2A (section 5.3.2).

In DNC local mode, only the NC controller (i.e. the operator) is allowed to initiate the
download or upload process. The corresponding MMS services are RequestDomainDownload
and RequestDomainUpload. In DNC remote mode, only the cell controller is allowed to
initiate the download or upload process. The corresponding MMS services are
InitiateDownloadSequence and InitiateUploadSequence. Figure 15 shows the DNC function
that is used for the download of data, initiated by the cell controller. mm stands for the two
character identifier of a user-accessible memory.

CC CNC CC CNC

Figure 15. DNC function for downloading memory contents.
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Similar DNC functions allow support of the first eight Domain management services in both
DNC modes. With this functionality, conformance to NC application class IB for this service
category can be satisfied. Additionally, the VMD interfaces can support the DeleteDomain
service by using the MCmm command.

5.4.4. Variable access services

The specifications of the NC controllers state that it is possible to make modifications to
elements of the 'continuous' user memories. However, the way this should be performed is
not clearly documented. Therefore, it is not clear which of the Variable access services (that
operate on Named or Unnamed Variables) can be supported and which Variable objects
should be used within the abstract models of the controllers.

5.4.5. Program Invocation management services

The V400 NC controller does not allow a remote client to control the execution of NC
programs. Therefore, none of the Program Invocation management services can be supported
by the VMD interface for this controller. Conformance to NC subclass lB cannot be satisfied
with respect to the Program Invocation management services. Although an operator can
manually start the execution of a machine program, the standardized NC Program Invocation
object with type'Active Program' (section 5.3.4) does not take part in the abstract model of
this controller. The external behaviour does not make this object visible.

In DNC remote mode, the F600 NC controller supports DNC functions to start the execution
of machine programs and to clear control of execution. Therefore, the corresponding Start
and Reset services can be supported and the standardized NC Program Invocation object of
NC application class 2A applies to this controller. However, because only these Program
Invocation management services can be supported, service support conformance to NC
application class 2A cannot be satisfied.

5.4.6. Operator communication services

MMS services designated for operator communications are:

• Input.
• Output.

Because of external visibility, the standardized Operator Station object (section 5.3.5) is
needed within the abstract models of both controllers. The Station Type attribute of this object
has value 'DISPLAY'. There is no DNC function available, which allows remote users to
prompt the operator to enter data. The message exchange of figure 16 can be used in both
modes to display messages to the operator.

Because only the Output service can be supported, service support conformance to NC
application class lB cannot be satisfied.
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CC CNC

I M_DI I <message text> 1f------1~ M_OK

Figure 16. DNC function to display a message to the operator.

5.4.7. NC state transitions

ONC 1 ONC
2

Remote Local

Control
3 4 Control

5

Figure 17. Control states of an NC system.

The NC control states comprise two states, as shown is figure 17. The transition table, as
specified in [MMS NCCS], is shown below.

1. Local action by operator only
2. Local action by operator
3. Write. request N_ControlLocal
4. Write.confirm( +) N_ControlLocal
5. Write.confirm(-) N_ControlLocal

According to this table, an operator can initiate both transitions. This holds true for both NC
controllers. By using the MMS Write service on the Named Variable object with key attribute
value N_ControlLocal, a remote client should be able to make the transition from the remote
state to the local state. However, the NC controllers do not support functions that allows a
remote client to influence the logical switch represented by this Named Variable. The
machine constant MC 794 of the NC controllers specifies the initial value of the
communication mode of the NC controllers (DatalO, DNC local or DNC remote). Because a
remote client also has access to the machine constants memory, it should be possible for the
client to make the NC system make transitions 3 and 4. To accomplish this, the NC
controllers have to be in EDIT-MC mode.

The operational states (figure 18) and the state transitions, that are initiated by the use of
MMS services, are shown on the next page.

The Write service should be applied to the Named Variable object with key attribute value
N_MachinePower. However, remote clients of both controllers cannot modify this logical
switch. The remaining services are Program Invocation management services. Section 5.4.5
indicates that the V400 NC controller does not support functionality to influence the NC
operational state remotely, while the F600 NC controller only supports the transitions
associated with the Stan and Reset services. A client of the F600 NC controller can retrieve
information on the NC operational state by means of the Status service.
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1. Write.request N_MachinePower
2. Write.confirm(-) N_MachinePower
3. Write.confirm( +) N_MachinePower
4. Start. request
5. Start.confirm(-)
6. Start.confirm( +)
7. Stop.request
8. Stop.confirm(-)
9. Stop.confirm( +)
10. Resume.request
11 . Resume.confirmH
12. Resume.confirm( + )
13. Reset.request
14. Reset.confirm(-)
15. Reset.confirm( +)

16. Write. request N_MachinePower
17. Write.confirm(-) N_MachinePower
18. Write.confirm( +) N_MachinePower

2 (.....j ( .....~j 8
3 6

\ ......: 4 ,......' 7

( ....•~

L-------i; ~
t••.•.) 17

15

i . 14

Figure 18. NC operational states

5.5. Global design consequences

Section 5.3 indicates that there exists a mapping between features of the NC controllers and
standardized MMS objects. Furthermore, section 5.4 indicates that DNC functions resemble
MMS services. However, the DNC functionality is to a certain extent a limiting factor when
the NC controllers are modelled by NC VMDs. If service support of the NC controllers is
analysed irrespective of the MMS service categories, conformance beyond NC subclass lA
cannot be satisfied. As a result, parts of the abstract models cannot be made visible to remote
MMS clients by VMD interfaces and the corresponding MMS objects do not form part of the
abstract models. In particular, the incapabilities to switch between both DNC modes are small
but important restraints of both controllers.

On basis of the functionalities of the NC controllers, the gateway-like functionality of the
MMS interface is examined in this section. [Lam] has been used as a guide in viewing the
MMS interface as a gateway.
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5.5.1. The need for protocol conversion

In order to specify the environment of the MMS interface, figure 19 represents the protocol
architecture for the top layers of the communication stacks by means of an undirected graph
(V,E). Each vertex in the set of vertices V represents a process. Each edge in the set of edges
E represents a bidirectional communication channel between the processes that are represented
by the connected vertices.

MMS client MMS server ONC client ONC server
......................_-.--- .

v1 • v4 : ~......... ~ j v5 • vBI ....,S "t"f",

c::!:::::::::::::: ..:::.:·:::·:::::.·:·:::·::::...:·•....: :.:: ..! ..:....:..:.:::.:::::::::::.::::::::::::::::::::::!::::::
v2 MMS prOVider v3 vB DNC provider v7

Figure 19. Protocol architecture of the interface environment.

The following protocols apply to the inter-process channels (appendix E):

• MMS interface protocol for channels (vl, v2) and (v3, v4).
• MMS (peer) protocol for channel (v2,v3).
• DNC (peer) protocol for channel (v6, v7).
• DNC interface protocol for channels (v5,v6) and (v7, vB).

The MMS interface will function as a gateway for the MMS interface protocol and the DNC
interface protocol. The MMS server process and the DNC client process will have to
communicate. According to [Lam], two conditions have to be satisfied if two processes in a
protocol architecture want to communicate without protocol conversion:

• The processes interoperate. This condition is satisfied if the processes communicate
according to the same protocol.

• The processes can exchange messages by using a data transfer service that may be
provided by other processes and physical channels.

Neither of these conditions is satisfied for the MMS server and DNC client process pair. The
MMS interface protocol and the DNC interface protocol are not identical. Furthermore, there
is no physical connection between both processes. As a consequence, protocol conversion is
needed to allow communication between both user processes. Obviously, the protocol
conversion task will be accomplished by the VMD interface. If the MMS Communication
Agent and the DNC Communication Agent are considered respectively the primary MMS
client and DNC server processes, the VMD interface must interoperate with these user
processes and it must be able to exchange messages with these user processes.

In order to allow message exchanges between processes, a basic task of a protocol converter
is to transform message syntaxes. Message syntax transformation is also needed within the
VMD interface. In their basic form, MMS messages (as used by the MMS Communication
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Agent) consist of instances of C data structures, while ONC messages (as used by the DNC
Communication Agent) consist of instances of character strings.

The functionality that can be supported by the protocol converter depends on the semantic
equivalence of messages in both protocols. Basically, two types of protocol converters can be
distinguished:

• Memoryless converters.
The process that implements the protocol conversion has no memory. The converter
merely accomplishes message syntax transformation.

• Finite-state converters.
In many cases a memoryless converter is not sufficient for two protocols. The converter
process needs to store information (temporarily) in order to communicate according to both
protocols. A finite-state converter can achieve such gateway functionality.

The VMD interface must be a finite-state converter. Many single MMS messages cannot be
mapped onto a single sequence of one or more ONC commands and vice versa. The fact that
this one-to-one relation does not exist is addressed in [Laan]. In [Laan], the Communicating
Finite State Machines of [Okumura] are used to specify the gateway protocols that accomplish
protocol conversion between (groups of) MMS services and ONC functions.

5.5.2. Additional tasks of the interface

In addition to protocol conversion, the VMD interface must perform several tasks to make an
NC controller's functionality visible through support of MMS services.

First, message syntax transformation may require actions to create correct MMS or ONC
messages. This occurs when the contents of messages of both protocols do not correspond.
For instance, while the MMS Identify. response service primitive must contain a vendor name,
a model name and a revision number, the R_VN command of the NC controller only supplies
the two last mentioned parameters. Hence, the VMD interface must add the vendor name
parameter (or at least make it empty). The Vendor Name attribute of the VMD class (section
5.3.1) shows that some parts of object model definitions cannot be related to features or
characteristics of real devices.

Second, for some MMS and ONC messages, the VMD interface must 'understand' the
parameter contents. For example, standardized names for MMS objects must be related to
physical resources of the NC controller. Conversely, parameter data contained by DNC
messages may have to be interpreted.

Third, the VMD interface must store information to comply with the parameters of the
messages it must generate. For example, MMS user processes must keep track of Invoke IDs
to pair service primitives. The NC controllers do not use Invoke IDs, which implies that these
parameter values have to be supplied by the VMD interface. The VMD interface may also
have to store information to generate correct ONC messages.
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Chapter 6. Implementation model for the VMD interface

This chapter describes the object-oriented design and implementation of the VMD interface
task. Section 6.1 addresses an important design aspect that may influence the design of the
VMD interface. Section 6.2 discusses the implementation model of [Laan], which is based on
the use of CFSMs for protocol conversion. Some design alternatives are given. After a
formulation of design decisions in section 6.3, state machines are presented in section 6.4 and
a new implementation model is described in section 6.5.

6. 1 . General considerations

Although the functionality of the V400 NC controller is the starting point for the development
of the VMD interface, it is advisable towards future implementations to look beyond this
particular controller. Sections 5.3 and 5.4 indicate that the F600 NC controller supports
additional functionality in comparison with the V400 NC controller and that additional MMS
objects are needed within the abstract model. Clearly, this allows the development of an
interface that support extended MMS functionality. More important however is the fact that
the DNC functions of the F600 NC controller are categorized into function groups. Types of
DNC functions are:

• Normal functions.
A Normal function can only be activated if no other function is being executed. Execution
can be suspended by a Direct or a Status function, and cancelled by an Exception function.

• Direct functions.
A Direct function can be activated if no Status or Exception function is being executed.
Execution can be suspended by a Status function, and cancelled by an Exception function.

• Status functions.
A Status function can be initiated by the NC controller to report its status, possibly
interrupting active Normal or Direct functions. Execution can only be cancelled by an
Exception function.

• Exception functions.
An Exception function can be used by the client or the NC controller to cancel any active
functions.

As a result of these function groups, DNC functions can be cancelled and nested. This
functionality should be taken into consideration because it contains requirements for future
implementations of VMD interfaces.

6.2. Analysis of the design of [Laan] and design alternatives

The most essential component of the implementation model of [Laan] is the CFSM class,
which represents a CFSM as described in [Okumura]. A generic HASH_TABLE class, that
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uses a STATE_ENTRY class as a parameter type, is used to hold an adjacency list for each
CFSM instance. The outgoing edges of each STATE_ENTRY object are contained by an
instance of a generic LINKED_LIST class, with a TRANSITION class as the parameter type.
Each transition object uses a MESSAGE object to represent the corresponding input or output
message, and a STATE object to represent the next state. Classes that inherit from the CFSM
class represent CFSMs that implement protocol conversion, for instance classes IDENTIFY
and DOM_DW. Instances of these derived classes constitute the building block CFSMs for
the VMD interface. The constructor routines of these classes are used to initialize the data
fields of the objects. In these routines, first the appropriate states and messages are
constructed. With these objects, the transition objects are constructed and entered in the hash
table. Finally, the initial state is selected.

In order to construct complex CFSMs from simple CFSMs, [Laan] specifies three routines
for the CFSM class:

• Refine.
This routine represents an operation on a CFSM object that is needed to implement the
refinement operator ([Laan], page 19). Calling this operation requires identification of the
state that one whishes to refine and supplying a second CFSM object that constitutes the
refining state machine.

• Weave.
This routine represents an operation on a CFSM object that is needed to implement the
concurrency operator ([Laan] , page 18). A second CFSM object must be supplied to
invoke this operation on the CFSM object.

• Add.
This routine represents an operation on a CFSM object that is needed to implement the
selection operator ([Laan] , page 19). A second CFSM object must be supplied for this
operation.

The VMD interface task is performed by two consecutive CFSMs, which are called VMD and
Serve. The VMD CFSM is supposed to handle the environment and general management
services of MMS. As this CFSM does not communicate with the DNC user process, it is not
a protocol converter. The Serve CFSM handles the protocol conversion that is needed for the
interoperability of the MMS and DNC user processes. The CFSMs are defined as follows:

VMD is a refinement of ENV with REQ n I RESP m in state mms.
Serve is IDENTIFY I DOM_DW I ...

The CFSMs can be activated by invoking the Session routine of the CFSM class. The REQ
CFSM keeps track of the progression of each confirmed service, for which the VMD
interface is a requesting MMS user. Within the VMD interface there may be at most n
service requests outstanding, which implies the need for n concurrent REQ CFSMs.
Similarly, as a responding MMS user, m concurrent RESP CFSMs keep track of the
progressing of at most m outstanding service responses. The selection of the resulting CFSMs
refines the state named mms of the ENV CFSM. The Serve CFSM constitutes a selection of
the building block protocol converters.
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The use of the Refine, Weave and Add routines can be made superfluous. This will become
clear by discussing the use of these routines in constructing the VMD and Serve CFSMs.

The REQ and RESP CFSMs are not needed for the VMD CFSM. The progression of all
services that involve communication with the NC controller is already handled by the building
block CFSMs. There is no use in keeping track of the service progression twice. The VMD
CFSM only needs to know the numbers of outstanding service requests and responses, as
maximum values for these numbers are negotiated by MMS users. This information can
easily be supplied by the building block CFSMs. As a consequence, the Refine and Weave
routines are not needed for the VMD CFSM. The Weave routine can create a single process
that handles the VMD interface tasks for more than one real device. However, as shown in
section 4.2, the MMS Communication Agent is designed to start separate processes that
implement the VMD interface tasks for single devices. Consequently, the Weave routine is
not needed to realize such concurrency. Moreover, the routine cannot be used to support the
nesting functionality of the F600 NC controller. In contrast with the concurrency operator,
this functionality is based on a priority mechanism.

The Serve CFSM is constructed from the building block CFSMs by means of the Add routine
as shown in [Laan], page 34. However, the construction of a single Serve CFSM will become
very complicated if for instance a VMD interface for the F600 NC controller is developed. In
order to construct a single Serve CFSM that supports the nesting capabilities of this
controller, a very complex routine would have to be implemented for the CFSM class. The
cause of this problem would be the attempt to make the Serve CFSM support nesting
functionality by means of its state machine structure. It is less complex to keep at least all
CFSMs that operate at different nesting levels separated. The nesting functionality can be
supported by controlling the nesting levels. This line of thought can also be applied to the use
of the selection operator. It is advisable to use control functionality to implement this
operator, thereby keeping all building block CFSMs separated and avoiding the
implementation of the Add routine.

Each transition is associated with a single message. If the message type is 'output', the
next_transition routine will generate a message. If the message type is 'input', the
next_transition routine will wait for an event. In this approach, corresponding events and
actions are implemented in different routines. This separation will complicate message syntax
transformation. This transformation is not addressed in the design of [Laan], due to the fact
that message parameters have not been taken into consideration. To allow efficient message
syntax transformation, events and their corresponding actions should be associated with single
state transitions.

In [Laan], for each MMS and DNC message a class is defined that inherits from an abstract
base class MESSAGE. The deferred Action routine of the MESSAGE class must be
implemented by the derived classes. However, it is not specified how these actions should be
implemented by the derived classes. Moreover, the use of classes for all messages implies
extensive identification before the appropriate constructor can be called. The VMD interface
process is supposed to communicate over an IPC medium with the MMS Communication
Agent and it must use the structure tags to identify MMS messages. In order to construct an
instance of the appropriate derived class upon receipt of an MMS message, the VMD
interface must contain a very large 'case'-statement. As DNC messages are contained by
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instances of a STRING class, such identification is also needed to construct instances of the
derived classes for DNC message classes. This identification can be avoided by using single
data types for MMS and DNC messages. Upon receipt of a message, one should check if an
event is triggered according to the current state of the VMD interface. Evidently, at that point
message identification is needed. However, in each state it suffices to detect the arrival of
few messages, for instance by means of a few 'if-then' statements.

6.3. Design decisions

On basis of the design of [Laan], the following decisions are made:

• State machines will be used to specify and implement protocol conversion. However, the
design will dissociate from the object decomposition that is used in [Laan]. The building
block state machines will be kept separated. As required, control functionality will be
implemented to activate these state machines correctly. Routines for construction of
complex state machines will be avoided.

• Events and corresponding actions will be associated with single transitions. This will
simplify message syntax transformation. Furthermore, centralized control functionality will
make the VMD interface event driven. As soon as a message is received (event), state
transitions will be triggerred and the appropriate message(s) will be sent (actions).

• The implementation of the VMD interface will be based on the current implementations of
the MMS and DNC Communication Agents. The VMD interface will use the message
formats that are used by the Communication Agents. Hence, MMS messages are instances
of tagged data structures, DNC messages are character strings.

• Although Okumura presents an algorithm to construct a protocol converter on basis of a
'conversion seed', the building block state machines will be constructed intuitively. The
construction of many state machines requires a thorough understanding of the complex
MMS and DNC interface protocols. Manual construction is therefore favourable.

6.4. Interface state machines

In this section, the implemented state machines of the VMD interface are presented. Each
transition (edge) is associated with a single event and zero or more actions. The receipt of a
message Msg (the event) and the appropriate transmission of messages Msgl, Msg2 etc. (the
actions) are displayed as follows:

[Msgli Msg1, Msg2, ...

MMS service names are followed by a dot and the primitive type. Parameter values are not
displayed. Therefore, it is possible that a state has two or more outgoing edges that are
triggered by the same event. In that situation, the parameters of the received message
determine which transition is made. The initial state of a state machine is pointed to by an
arrow originating from a dot.
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[Initiate.ind]
Ilnitiate.rSp-

[else]
I nothing

[Initiate.ind]
Iinitiate.rsp+

[Conclude.ind]
I Conclude.rsp+

[Conclude.ind]
I Conclude.rsp-

[else]
I passon

Figure 20. State machine for the Initiate and Conclude services.

Figure 20 shows the state machine that handles the Initiate and Conclude services of the
'environment and general management' category. The server is always the 'called' MMS
user, Le. it does not issue the request primitive of the Initiate service. Furthermore, the
server does not issue the Conclude. request primitive. In state No_MMS, the server application
only responds to the Initiate. indication primitive. The parameter contents of this primitive
determine whether the server issues a negative or a positive Initiate. response. In state
In_MMS, the server will only issue a positive Conclude. response to a Conclude. indication
primitive if all building block state machines are idle (inactive). Other messages are passed on
to these state machines.

[else]
I nothing

[Identify.ind]
IM_VN

[R_VN]
Iidentify.rsp+
[else]

....------''-----'- I Ident ify .rsp-

Figure 21. State machine for identification protocol conversion.

The state machine that accomplishes protocol conversion for system identification is shown in
figure 21. The state machine is only activated upon receipt of the Identify.indication
primitive. In state Requested, the state machine expects DNC message R_VN. If a different
DNC message is received (which implies it has not been accepted by a state machine of a
higher nesting level), a negative response will be issued. In this state, MMS messages should
not be received.

The complex state machine for domain download is shown in figure 22. The state machine is
only actived upon receipt of the InitiateDownloadSequence. indication primitive, but it can
easily be extended to handle domain download initiated by the DNC server. If the DNC
server agrees to download a domain into the mm memory, the interface requests for a domain
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segment and the transition to state SegReq is made. In this state, the boolean MoreFollows
parameter of a positive DownloadSegment.confirm determines whether the transition to state
Loading (MoreFollows = TRUE) or to state Last is made. The loop between states SegReq
and Loading is continued until MoreFollows = FALSE. In state Last, the interface attempts
to end data transfer (TYD) as soon as the DNC server requests for the next data block
(T_NB). If the DNC server agrees, the interface issues the TerminateDownload
Sequence. request primitive. By setting the boolean Discard parameter to FALSE, the
interface indicates that the domain has not been deleted (the download process has completed
succesfully so far). If the MMS client issues a positive response, the state machine returns to
the Idle state. Otherwise, the interface will attempt to delete the entirely downloaded domain.

[TermDldSeq.cnf+]
I nothing

(T_NB]
ITJD

[DldSeg .cnf+]
IR_mm

[else]
IT_BD,

MCmm

[else]
I MCmm

[else]
I nothing

[else]
IT_BD,

MCmm

[any]
I TermDldSeq.req

[any]
I nothing

(any]
I nothing

Figure 22. State machine for domain download protocol conversion.

If an error occurs during the download process, the interface will attempt to abort data
transfer (TJ3D) and to delete the downloaded (part of the) domain. The state Error will then
be entered. According to [MMS_Core], the domain must be deleted before the download
process can be terminated abnormally. If the domain is deleted succesfully, this is indicated
by setting the Discard parameter of the TerminateDownloadSequence. request primitive to
TRUE. Otherwise, the Discard parameter is set to FALSE. In both cases the state DiscReq is
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entered.

It is not clear whether the state machine will function properly if an error occurs. The
specification of the V400 NC controller does not state when a DNC client may attempt to
abort data transfer or when the DNC server may abort data transfer. Furthermore, it does not
state whether the T_BD command should be responded to. The MMS standard does not
specify what the server should do if a domain cannot be deleted. The transitions to and from
the Error state may therefore need modification.

6.5. Implementation model

In order to present class structures and class relations, the diagrammatic representations of
[Roosmalen] are used. The levelled organization of class diagrams is used to systematically
present the design. If one is not familiar with these or similar representations, a study of
appendix D is recommended. Class attributes of simple data types are revealed in class
diagrams, but for clarity no simple data types are displayed.

6.5.1. Level 1

Because a C+ + application has no 'root class', level 0 is represented by its main(...)
routine. Figure 23 shows the glass box view of this routine, which is level 1 of the VMD
interface. The main(...) routine is visualized by a class symbol.

STATEMAC

<:::::::::s.¥::::::::> 2.21

f
rnain routine

1.1 2.2

THREAD

~ 2.11

Figure 23. 'Class' diagram 1.1: the main(...) routine.

By creating instances of the THREAD class, the main(...) routine starts two additional
threads. These threads implement the DNC Communication Agent which is described in
[Westra]. Communication and synchronization with these threads is addressed at level 3. The
VMD interface does not start other processes.
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An instance of the SM_ENVIR class is used by the main routine to contain all state
information of the VMD interface. This environment state machine implements the deferred
Step() routine of the abstract STATEMAC class. By calling the Step() routine, the main(...)
routine enables the state machine to make a state transition. The routine is returned from as
soon as an event has occurred and the appropriate actions have been taken. At that point, a
boolean return value indicates whether the application can be terminated normally, Le. if no
Application Association with a remote MMS user is active.

6.5.2. Level 2

THREAD

2.1

Figure 24. Class diagram 2.1: THREAD.

Figure 24 shows the glass box view of the THREAD class. For each instance, the ThreadID
data field contains the identification number of the thread.

STATEMAC

<::::::::~~~~::::::::::: 2.21

i
SM_ENVIR

3.1

STATE

;:::::Gi~t::::::::::>

3.2 SEMAPHOREe 4.21

COMMON_VMD

1 3.31

Figure 25. Class diagram 2.2: SM_ENVIR.

The state machine structure of the SM_ENVIR class (figure 25) is contained by the States
attribute, which has type ENVIRSTS. The ENVIRSTS class has (shared) exported attributes
IsIdle and Current. The value of IsIdle indicates whether the environment state machine is in
its initial state, while Current points to the state in which the state machine is. When the
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NextO routine of Current is called, a new state pointer is returned.

The Event attribute is used to make the environment state machine event driven. The Wait(...)
routine of the SEM_POOL class allows waiting for multiple semaphores to be released.

The COMMON_VMD class contains shared resources, which are used by several classes of
the VMD interface and the DNC Communication Agent. Because SM_ENVIR is one of these
classes, its class diagram should display the interface of the COMMON_VMD class. However,
due to its size, the interface is only displayed at level 3.

6.5.3. level 3

An instance of the ENVIRSTS class contains two states, which are instances of the
ENVIR_NO_MMS and ENVIR_IN_MMS classes (figure 26). These state classes inherit from
the virtual base class STATE. This relation is used for polymorphism. By calling the NextO
routine of the exported Current attribute (which returns a pointer to the new STATE heir
instance), the NextO routine of the appropriate state class is invoked. Because the NextO
routines of the state classes must return a pointer to the next state, both state class instances
must be visible to eachother. Therefore, the state classes inherit from the ENVIRSTS class,
although this does not correspond with a pure 'is a' relation. This solution has been used for
the 'Home Heating System' in [Roosmalen].

ENVIRSTS

STATE

:::::::(;i~~::::::::>
'----/-

Figure 26. Class diagram 3.1: ENVIRSTS.

The SEM_POOL class (figure 27) can be used to construct groups of semaphores. A group
holds at least two RAM or system semaphores. A group can be extended up to a limited
number of semaphores by means of the Add(...) routine. For invoking the Create(...) or
Add(...) routines, SEMAPHORE instances must be supplied. These routines use the
GetHandle() routine of the SEMAPHORE class to construct a data field List, which contains
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semaphore handles.

NumOfSems

3.2

List

Figure 27. Class diagram 3.2: SEM_POOL.

SEMAPHORE

I 4.21

COMMON_VMD

3.3
~ SYSSEM

1_4

.

2

1

4.31

MEMSEGM STRING

1
4.41

I

4.41

i
DNLMSG

I

4.4 [

Figure 28. Class diagram 3.3: COMMON_VMD.

The resources of the COMMON_VMD class (figure 28) are contained by shared attributes,
because instances of this class (contained by the Com attributes of several classes) must share
the same resources. Classes can also share objects through parameters. At a certain level of
the class hierarchy, such objects can be created and passed as parameters to the appropriate
classes. The level at which these objects are created should be as 'deep' as possible to avoid
extensive use of class parameters (in the worst case it would be the root level). In comparison
with shared attributes, the use of parameters is less understandable and less maintainable.
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Interfaces of used attribute types are not displayed in figure 28. The DNCEvent and
MMSEvent semaphores are used by the SM_ENVIR class to construct an instance of the
SEM_POOL class. The MMSEvent semaphore is released by the MMS Communication Agent
whenever it sends a message. Because this semaphore is only used by the SM_ENVIR class, it
is not a shared resource. However, for the sake of understandability, it is part of the
COMMON_VMD class. The DNCxxxx semaphores are used by both threads of the DNC
Communication Agent. The DNCEvent semaphore is released by the DNC Communication
Agent whenever it sends a message.

The CHANNEL class represents an IPC medium for bidirectional queued communication with
another process. As the DNC Communication Agent is implemented by threads, this class is
only used for communication between the MMS Communication Agent and the VMD
interface.

Incoming and outgoing messages are contained by the MMS_In and MMS_Out attributes (with
type MMS_MSG) and the DNC_In and DNC_Out attributes (with type DNC~SG). The
MsgType attribute indicates whether the incoming message is an MMS or a DNC message.
The MsgStatus attribute indicates whether a message has been accepted by one of the state
machines. These attributes are used by the state machines.

6.5.4. Level 4

SM IDENT

STATEMAC

,:::::::::::~;~~::::::::::.

/

STATE

r
ENVIRSTS

r

Figure 29. Class diagram 4.1: ENVIR_IN_MMS.

The instance of the ENVIR_IN_MMS class does not only implement the deferred Next()
routine of the STATE class, it also has attributes to contain the building block state machines
of the VMD interface (figure 29). Currently, state machines for identification and domain
download (initiated by the MMS client) are implemented. Message exchanges with the V400
NC controller cannot be nested, so the state machines operate at the same nesting level. If
none of the state machines of the nesting level is active (CurrentSM has value null), an
incoming message can be designated for all state machines. In this situation, the Step()
routines of all state machines are invoked successively until the message has been accepted. If
one of the state machines is active, only the Step() routine of the appropriate state machine
(indicated by CurrentSM) is invoked. Polymorphism is made possible by the abstract base
class STATEMAC with its deferred Step() routine. The current implementation can easily be
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extended to support the nesting functionality of the F600 NC controller.

Figure 30 shows the diagrams of the RAMSEM and SYSSEM classes. The SEMAPHORE class
enables the SEM_POOL class to construct groups of both RAM and system semaphores by
means of polymorphism. However, the SEMAPHORE class is not an abstract base class with
(at least) a deferred GetHandle() routine. Instead, this class is used for code sharing by its
heirs. The SemHandle attribute of the SEMAPHORE class contains either the address of a
RAM semaphore, or the handle of a system semaphore. All common routines of RAMSEM
and SYSSEM are implemented by the SEMAPHORE class, while the remaining attributes are
kept separated. It is also possible to create a single SEMAPHORE class for both types of
semaphores by means of two constructors and a special destructor. However, this approach
would create superfluous attributes and proper use of attributes would have to be secured.
Moreover, the differences between these semaphores would not be expressed.

SEMAPHORE

4.4

STRING

4.2

4.2

\ SYSSEM

I SemHandle

4.2

Semaphore I

Figure 30. Class diagram 4.2: RAMSEM and SYSSEM.

A CHANNEL object consists of a pair of Operating System queues (figure 31), which are
identified by names. One queue can only be read from, one queue can only be written to. The
queueing mechanism of the INPUTQ and OUTPUTQ classes is parametrized. For the VMD
interface, the queues are used according to the FIFO principle. The user of the Write(...)
routine must supply an instance of the MEMSEGM class that contains the message to be sent.
The user of the Read(...) routine must also provide a MEMSEGM object, the routine does not
return a MEMSEGM object. Therefore, the MEMSEGM routine has a special constructor, in
which no memory is allocated (yet). The Query() routine returns the number of incoming
queue entries.
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Figure 31. Class diagram 4.3: CHANNEL.

For use in a multi-tasking environment, the Read(...) and Write(... ) routines are protected by
RAM semaphores. Two system semaphores are used by the constructor of the CHANNEL
class for synchronized initialization of the queues. In this synchronization, no assumption is
made about which of the involved processes is started first. The parent process (the MMS
Communication Agent) and the child processes (the VMD interfaces) therefore use the same
code:

Open (Sem 1) I Create + Set (Sem1) .
Open (Sem2) I Create + Set (Sem2)
Create (ReadQueue)
Clear (Sem1)
Wait (Sem2)
Open (WriteQueue)
Close (Sem2)
Close (Sem1)

The MMS_MSG and DNC_MSG classes are used to contain MMS and DNC message
respectively (figure 32). In contrast with the design of [Laan], there are no classes for
individual MMS and DNC messages. As various messages are contained by instances of the
MMS_MSG and DNC_MSG classes, these classes support routines for easy access to the
objects' contents.

The MMS_MSG class is an extended MEMSEGM class, that supports routines for convenient
identification of MMS messages. Primarily, MMS messages are contained by the structures
that are used by the MMS Communication Agent. The MEMSEGM class enables IPC of these
structures via continuous memory segments. This class has two constructors, but only one is
displayed. The data fields hold the location and length of the memory segment. The Address
attribute can be made superfluous as its value can be derived from the value of the segment's
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Selector attribute.

The DNC_MSG class is an extended STRlNG class, that supports routines for convenient
identification and construction of DNC messages. The STRlNG class has three constructors,
but only one is displayed. The data fields handle conventional C byte strings. The operator+
routine is a friend routine for concatenation of strings. If DNe messages should be exchanged
over an IPC medium, the DNC_MSG can be extended with routines for conversion between
instances of the DNC MSG and MEMSEGM classes.

MEMSEGM

Address

Length

Selector

4.4

4.4

STRING

Length

BufPtr

4.4

4.4

6.5.5.

Figure 32. Class diagram 4.4: MMS_MSG and DNC_MSG.

LevelS

The SM_IDENT and SM_DOMDL classes are similar. Therefore, only the SM_IDENT class is
shown (figure 33). The IDENTSTS class contains the state machine structure of the protocol
converter for system identification.
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Figure 33. Class diagram 5.1: SM_IDENT.

Figure 34 shows the glass box views of the INPUTQ and OUTPUTQ classes. Queue names
are contained by STRING objects. The process that instantiates the INPUTQ class becomes
owner of the queue. It is the only process that can read from the queue. If a process
instantiates the OUTPUTQ class, the owner of the queue is identified by the OwnerPID data
field. The queue classes do not use semaphores for synchronization or protection. By
avoiding dependencies between queue and semaphore classes, modularity is maintained. The
CHANNEL class shows how a higher level in the class hierarchy is created to use the queue
and semaphore classes (section 6.5.4).

INPUTQ OUTPUTQ

5.2

MEMSEGM

1

4.41

STRING OwnerPID

4.4

Handle Handle

Figure 34. Class diagram 5.2: INPUTQ and OUTPUTQ.
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6.5.6. Level 6

Information that needs to be stored in the SM_IDENT and SM_DOMDL objects, is contained
by (protected) attributes of the IDENTSTS and DOMDLSTS classes respectively. All state
objects belonging to the state machine have access to these data fields. As shown in figure
35, the IDENTSTS class has an InvokeID attribute. The DOMDLSTS class contains an
additional DomainName attribute.

IDENTSTS

COMMON_VMD

1 3.31

STATE

...../.; .
( 6 Next )
...........................

/

Figure 35. Class diagram 6.1: IDENTSTS.

6.6. Enhancements and extensions

By using instances of a single STATE class to represent states, definition of state classes for
single states can be avoided. However, it is doubtful whether this can be realized. The
implementations of the deferred NextO routine by heirs of the STATE class exhibit much
variety. In order to use a single concrete STATE class, this class must be highly parametrized.
To enable definition of a single NextO routine, each object must be able to hold all state
specific information of the original NextO routine in its data fields (including its member
objects). Therefore, the features of states must be identified and an object decomposition must
be made for the STATE class to capture these features. For instance, similar to the design of
[Laan], a TRANSITION class can be used for the outgoing edges of states. However, it is
much more difficult to identify state features that allow generic message syntax
transformation. Especially the complex variety of MMS service parameters and the additional
tasks of the VMD interface (mentioned in section 5.5.2) hinder a convenient object
decomposition. An object decomposition that allows parametrized state machine structures
and message syntax transformations can lead to the development of a true generic MMS
interface. If state machines and message syntax transformations can be fully described by
parameters, these parameters can be used to 'build' the VMD interface application with
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generic classes. A script file can be used to hold these parameters, thereby avoiding
recompilation of source code whenever parameters are modified. However, a thorough
investigation is needed to know whether this solution for creating a generic interface is
feasible.

A much less radical modification of the VMD interface is to make a separate process execute
the DNC Communication Agent. This process can then be started by multiple VMD
interfaces that require DNC communications. The CHANNEL class can be used for
communication between VMD interfaces and DNC Communication Agents. The DNC
characters strings are continuous data elements that can easily be transformed into
MEMSEGM objects and vice versa.

The nesting functionality of the F600 NC controller does not only require extended control
functionality within the VMD interface. If (from the point of view of the interface)
transmission of a DNC message is interrupted by the receipt of a DNC message, the
interrupted DNC message may have to be preceded by a DNC response to the interrupting
message. Therefore, it must be possible to store DNC messages before they are sent by the
DNC Communication Agent to the NC controller. This can be realized by a queue between
the VMD interface and the DNC Communication Agent. The Communication Agent must
then first claim the communication link with the NC controller before removing a message
from the queue. If the link cannot be claimed, the message must stay queued and the
Communication Agent must be triggered by the VMD interface when to empty the queue. At
that point, the VMD interface may have put a DNC response message in the queue. If this
message belongs to a higher nesting level, it must be sent first. If communication from the
DNC Communication Agent to the VMD interface also takes place via a queue, this queue is
not allowed to contain more than one entry. Whenever a message has been received by the
DNC Communication Agent, this message must be handled before any other DNC
communication takes place.

Another important aspect of the VMD interface is whether the building block state machines
should be allowed to use the MMSEvent and DNCEvent semaphores directly, bypassing the
regular use of the SEM_POOL instance by the SM_ENVIR class. This possibility will
complicate handling the nesting functionality of the F600 NC controller. In the design of
[Laan], decentralized control functionality requires very complex state machines to enable
nesting. However, the current approach with centralized control functionality also causes
difficulties. If a state machine is for example waiting for a DNC message, the receipt of an
MMS message may be disturbing (see for instance figure 21). Therefore, it should be
possible for the state machines to indicate that a certain type of message is expected. In that
case, the central control routine of the SM_ENVIR class can wait for a single semaphore in
stead of using the SEM_POOL object.

Furthermore, the following modifications can or have to be made to the current
implementation of the VMD interface:

• The parameter values of the Initiate. response primitive concerning service support of the
MMS client application, should be used by the VMD interface to determine which state
machines may actually be used. It is possible that an MMS client application does not
support certain services, that can be supported by the server application. Furthermore, the
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application should keep track of the number of outstanding service requests and responses.

• Several classes can be made more robust. For instance, as exported attributes cannot be
sufficiently protected from using classes, their use can be avoided by making attributes
private and by adding class routines.

• The application should be made more robust with respect to errors and unexpected
messages. Furthermore, the application should function properly if other applications are
active. A difficulty in making the application robust is that Operating System queues and
semaphores are identified by names. The application will not function if a different
application uses identical names.

• The return parameters of the Set(), Request(), Wait(), SetWait() and Clear() routines of the
semaphore classes indicate whether these routines have completed succesfully or whether a
time-out has occurred. However, constructors and destructors cannot have a return
parameter. For instance, the Create(...) routine of the SYSSEM class does not have a
return code to indicate whether the class attributes are initialized properly. A routine (with
a return parameter) can be added for initialization, but this will make the class less robust.
The constructor will not create a proper object, before all other routines can be invoked. A
better solution is to pass the 'return' code as a parameter by reference.

• A convenient user interface should be realized. An operator should be enabled to monitor
all active VMD interfaces separately. The Presentation Manager can be used to create a
windowed environment.
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Chapter 7. Testing and integrating interface components

First, section 7.1 summarizes how the MMS Communication Agent, the VMD interface and
the DNC Communication Agent have been tested separately. Section 7.2 describes the test
environment for the entire MMS interface. Finally, section 7.3 gives an overview of test
results, mainly obtained at the RCWE.

7. 1 . Testing interface components

As it is difficult to replace the MMS-EASE application to simulate the behaviour of the MMS
provider, the MMS demonstration program on the client machines is used as an MMS driver
(figure 2, page 14). In this way, the MAP network is required to verify the interaction of the
MMS Communication Agent and MMS-EASE. The MMS-EASE demonstration program and
two VMD interface processes (which bypass DNC communications) have been used to verify
the operation of the Communication Agent. Data structures of the Communication Agent have
been modified and system semaphores have been added for synchronization with the VMD
interfaces.

In order to test the VMD interface process, a driver has been used to simulate the MMS
Communication Agent. By using this driver, the MAP network is not needed. The driver
allows the user to generate some MMS messages (instances of the tagged data structures) and
it displays which messages are received. Like the Communication Agent, it uses IPC to
communicate with the VMD interface. The DNC Communication Agent (threads within the
VMD interface process) and the NC controller simulator have been used to simulate DNC
communications.

In [Westra], the test environment for the DNC Communication Agent is described. The RS
232C interfaces of the DNC driver (operating under OS/2 as a DTE) and the NC controller
simulator (operating under DOS as a DCE) have been interconnected (figure 2). Because both
Operating Systems do not use the RS-232C control lines in the same way, Xon and Xoffflow
control characters have been used for synchronization. Point-to-point simplex transmission of
DNC messages is realized by means of the asynchronous LSV/2 datalink protocol. Within the
driver and simulator application, the block check functionality and the time-outs of the LSV/2
protocol have not been implemented.

7.2. Integration

The MMS Communication Agent, a single VMD interface and the DNC Communication
Agent have been 'coupled' to test the entire MMS interface. At the RCWE, a test site has
been installed to verify and demonstrate the implemented interface functionality. In order to
demonstrate the download process of an NC file (located at disk), the MMS demonstration
program has been modified. The revised demonstration program divides the NC file into
equally sized character string blocks, that are sent to the server application in the
Down[oadSegment.response primitive. Line-feed characters of the NC file are treated as
regular characters and do not need to be placed at the end of blocks. The user of the
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demonstration program can specify the block size.

At the RCWE, the following naming convention is used for NC program files:

PMxxxx

where xxxx stands for the memory location of the NC controller (a number higher than 9000),
where the file contents should be stored. On basis of this naming convention and in
accordance with [MMS_NCCS] , the following naming convention is used for NC program
domains in MMS service parameters:

where xxxx stands for the memory location of the NC controller.

The used machine constants settings of the NC controller are listed in table 2. If machine
constant MC 794 has not been set to operate in DNC local or DNC remote mode, the desired
DNC mode must be selected manually. This is done by successively pressing the Data In/Out
and the Menu button at the operator console.

Table 2. Machine constants settings for remote DNC.

Machine Constant Value

770 (Connections) 3 (Local RS422, DNC RS-232C)
775 (Number of stopbits) 1 (2 stopbits)
776 (Baudrate receive) 4800
777 (Baudrate transmit) 4800
782 (Character set) o(ASCII)
790 (Remote test) 1 (No block check)

7.3. Test results

In principle, the MMS interface functions correctly for the implemented services. However,
the following problems are encountered:

• If the block size for domain download exceeds about 60 characters, the NC controller does
not receive all block characters that are sent by the DNC Communication Agent.
Apparently, the Xon and Xoff characters do not synchronize RS-232C communications
properly and the NC controller cannot keep pace with the DNC Communication Agent if
large data blocks are transmitted. As mentioned in [Westra], the use of queues for RS
232C communication by OS/2 complicates synchronization by means of control lines.
Unfortunately, the queue size of the RS-232C communication driver is not parametrized.
As flow control synchronization does not function properly either, a different solution must
be found .

• If LSV/2 communication fails (e.g. due to a synchronization failure during a domain
download), the protocol machines of the DNC user processes are disturbed. In this
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situation, the VMD interface has often entered a state in which it is waiting for a DNC
message. In order to allow the VMD interface to take actions (for instance to perform a
protocol conversion reset), the occurrence of errors and time-outs should be reported to the
VMD interface. Errors and time-outs can be represented in the form of additional
messages.

• The protocol converter that handles domain download (figure 22) has not been tested
entirely. If the NC controller does not agree to download a domain into memory, this is
handled correctly by the VMD interface. However, if the controller agrees, neither the
MMS client nor the NC controller generates errors or unexpected messages during the
download process. Therefore, the download process proceeds normally and the Error,
DiscReq and Deleting states are not entered. Consequently, it is not clear whether
abnormal termination of data transfer will function properly.

• Attempts to change values of machine constants (by using DNC download fUnctionality)
have not been succesful. A more complete documentation on the DNC protocols for both
NC controllers should be obtained.

• The MMS-EASE application cannot be terminated normally by a user if an Application
Association with a remote client is active. If the user terminates the MMS Communication
Agent by pressing CTRL-BREAK (for which a signal handler has been installed), the
Communication Agent does not deactivate active Application Associations. Whenever the
MMS-EASE application is terminated incorrectly, the MAP controller board must be
reloaded. Both the VMD interface and the MMS Communication Agent should allow user
initiated termination by a signal handler. In order to deactivate an Application Association
without negotiation, the VMD interface can issue the Abort. request primitive.
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Chapter 8. Conclusions

On basis of the achievements of my predecessors and M. Westra, an MMS interface for
the V400 NC controller has been implemented and made operational in a demonstration
site at the RCWE.

The interface is a transparent multiple gateway, in which the main tasks are currently
performed by an MMS Communication Agent, a single VMD interface and a single DNC
Communication Agent. The interface supports limited MMS service functionality, thereby
using a substantial part of the remote control functionality of the NC controller. My task
within the project mainly pertained to the analysis of and adjustments to the MMS
Communication Agent, to the design and implementation of the VMD interface and to the
integration of interface components. In this chapter, the achievements are evaluated and
recommendations are given.

8. 1 . Evaluation

The remote control functionality of the V400 NC controller allows the development of an
interface that supports a reasonable amount of MMS service functionality. In terms of the NC
application classes, the interface can support 'paper tape replacement' and partially 'standard
attended NC'. Apparently, the features of the NC controller are sufficient for the VMD
interface to behave externally as a VMD. As there is no need to explicitly create a VMD, the
chosen approach to develop a transparent gateway can be justified. However, one should
perceive that also the need for protocol conversion, including the tasks to achieve message
syntax transformation (section 5.5.2), determines to which extent transparency is realized.

In [Hamilton_2], an object-oriented design was recommended to meet with the object
modelling approach of the MMS standard. Because the VMD interface does not explicitly
create a VMD, the object-oriented design does not relate to this approach. Yet, future designs
will benefit from understandability, modularity and reusability of the present design. In
developing the VMD interface and the DNC Communication Agent, object-oriented software
design and documentation has proven to be advantageous with respect to these criteria.

The structure of the MMS interface does not dissociate from conditions of the CAM
Reference Model for inter-process communication (section 1.1). Although it is not a requisite
for the MMS interface, an MMS client (that functions as a cell/line controller) can
communicate with multiple workstation controllers via a single MMS interface. Furthermore,
the MMS interface does not permit direct communication between connected workstation
controllers. If an Application Association with a VMD interface has been set up, the
corresponding workstation controller should be disabled to communicate with other processes
at celVline level (or higher) via other communication channels.

The MMS Communication Agent can make VMD interfaces independent of the used MMS
provider. As long as the Communication Agent uses the same data formats for exchanging
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MMS messages with the VMD interfaces, the VMD interfaces are protected from
modifications to data formats by the MMS provider. However, as the Communication Agent
should not depend on the service functionalities of the VMD interfaces, it should support the
entire MMS service functionality. Therefore, the data formats of the Communication Agent
should be well chosen, using part 2 of [MMS_Core] and the companion standards as
references. By means of ASN.l, part 2 of [MMS_Core] specifies service parameters with
dynamic sizes. The use of dynamic data structures is not only more efficient in memory
usage, it is therefore also less likely that data transformations by the Communication Agent
need to be adapted.

Within the MMS interface, the VMD interfaces contain all device dependent features that are
involved with protocol conversion. The main advantage of using state machines to create an
object decomposition is that the implementation of a constructed state machine is easy to
conceive, which increases maintainability. However, in order to create a VMD interface for a
different manufacturing device, substantial modifications may be needed. First of all, devices
may have features that do not have counterparts within the MMS service functionality. The
nesting functionality of the F600 NC controller is an example that shows that such features
may influence the design of a VMD interface. Furthermore, state machines and message
syntax transformations need to be designed and implemented for individual manufacturing
devices. Addition of a building block state machine requires defmition of a state machine
class and state classes, and the extension of the central control functionality. In this respect,
the interface is not generic. Realization of a generic interface requires a more detailed state
machine and state object decomposition, that can cope with a large variety of state machine
structures and message syntax transformations. Such object decomposition can allow the use
of a script file to build the object structure of a VMD interface, making the VMD interface
highly adaptable and therefore more generic.

The DNC Communication Agent does not interpret received and transmitted DNC messages.
In principle, this makes it a component of the MMS interface that can be (re)used by VMD
interfaces for NC controllers with different functionalities. The Communication Agent should
in this respect also be parametrized to enable different communication modes (port, baudrate,
number of stopbits etc.). However, as mentioned in section 6.6, the interaction of the VMD
interface and the Communication Agent is insufficient to handle nesting of DNC messages.
By making the appropriate extensions, mutual dependencies between the VMD interface and
the Communication Agent will increase. This will make the Communication Agent a less
device-independent part of the MMS interface.

8.2. Recommendations for future work

In this report, several suggestions have been made for modification and extension of the
MMS interface components. In my opinion, it is also important in this stage of the project to
pay attention to the MMS client application. Several possibilities should be analysed. Initially,
the Shop Order Management (SOM) software package of Philips was intended to create a
client application. However, little experience has been gained on its use and it is not clear
whether it can be adapted for interaction with MMS-EASE. A second possibility is to develop
a complete user application based on MMS-EASE, similar to the MMS demonstration
program. A third possibility is to use EasyMAP, a sophisticated software package that is
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designed to create a manufacturing environment based on MAP. In this package, MMS-EASE
is used as the MMS provider. Within the VOICE II project, EasyMAP is already being used.

Broadband technology allows multiple channel communication, both analog and digital.
Within the present demonstration site, multiple channel communication is clearly overdone. A
carrierband token-passing bus would suffice in the demonstration site. Furthermore, as token
passing bus technology is complex and expensive (especially broadband), the alternative use
of CSMA/CD technology should be investigated. If the Local Area Network is extended, a
broadband token-passing bus can be used as a trunk cable over which various communications
take place. CSMA/CD technology may then be used for lower parts in the network, where
primarily MMS communications are needed.

It is interesting to note here that recently an 'Ethernet' version of MMS-EASE has been
released, which is designed to be embedded in an OS/2 2.0 application. Because the used
version of MMS-EASE does not support companion standard specific extensions concerning
additional service parameters, a new version of MMS-EASE should be bought.

As the Draft Proposal of the NC companion standard [MMS_NCCS] is not up to date, the
International Standard should be obtained. The VMD interface must satisfy the conformance
conditions of this standard. The Draft Proposal is rather vague at several points and it
contains errors. It is expected that the International Standard is modified substantially.

Because the specifications of the NC controllers do not give a complete overview of which
message exchanges are valid, more experience should be gained on the DNC protocols by
means of a driver application. In particular, the functionality to modify variables at the NC
controllers should be examined.
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Appendix A. The MMS-EASE software package

In this appendix, the ASN.1 Decoder/Encoder utility and the interface of the MMS-EASE
software are examined [MMS_EASE].

A.1. The ASN.1 Decoder/Encoder utility

The syntax of MMS PDUs is specified by ASN.1 rules for complex data type constructions.
According to a transfer syntax, MMS PDUs are encoded and decoded to and from bit streams
by SISCO's ASN.1 Decoder/Encoder utility (ASN1DE). The ASN1DE is an essential part of
the MMS-EASE software, implemented in the C programming language. The basic functions
of the ASN1DE are performed by the message building system and the message decoding
system.

The user of the message building system needs to call a set of encode functions to construct
an ASN.1 message. Encode utility functions have to be called to start and stop the message
building process and to encode type and length information. Encode conversion functions
transform local data structures into ASN.1 messages. The data format of local messages
depends on the programming language that is used to develop the Application Service
Element. The internal data formats of MMS-EASE that contain the information of MMS
PDUs are Operation-Specific Data structures (OSD).

The message decoding system is mainly implemented by a single decode utility function and a
set of decode conversion functions. In controlling the process of parsing an ASN.1 message,
a user must define the decode conversion functions and provide pointers to them. These
functions must transform PDUs into instances of the local data structures, which is opposite
to the process performed by the encode conversion functions.

A.2. Interfaces to MMS-EASE

A user application program can have access to the MMS-EASE service provider via two
function call interfaces, the paired primitive interface (PPI) and the virtual machine interface
(VMI). The design of the MMS server application determines which interface should be used:

• The PPI should be used if the server application must have total control over data to be.
sent in MMS messages and over actions to be taken upon receipt of MMS messages.
Usually, this applies if the device that executes the MMS-EASE software is not the device
being controlled by MMS. Section 5.1.2 indicates that this situation occurs if for instance a
personal computer serves as a transparent gateway for a real manufacturing device. If the
PPI is used, it is possible to exploit all services that are supported by MMS-EASE. The
user program is completely responsible for processing incoming messages and for
transmitting messages.

• The VMI is intended to have direct control over a virtual machine. As described in section
5.1.1, this virtual machine can for instance be a personal computer connected to one or
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more non-intelligent devices. In this case, the user-defined functions must implement the
desired actions immediately, while the VMI takes care of correct interaction of MMS
EASE and the user application. In this respect, the VMI offers more functionality.

The functions that constitute the entire interface are grouped into 13 classes. The user
application program can invoke pre-defined functions to generate MMS request and response
primitives:

• PPI request functions.
• VMI request functions.
• PPI response functions.
• VMI response functions.
• Error response functions.

Upon receipt of an MMS PDU, MMS-EASE will invoke the appropriate user-defined
function belonging to one of the following classes:

• PPI confirmation functions.
• VMI confirmation functions.
• Indication functions.

Because MMS-EASE does not determine whether the user application makes use of the PPI
or the VMI, all indication functions are contained by one class. Confirmation primitives are
always preceded by a call to either a PPI request or a VMI request function. The data that is
passed between the user application and MMS-EASE through these MMS primitive functions
is primarily contained by instances of OSDs.

The remaining function classes contain:

• UP request functions.
• UP indication and confirmation functions.
• Suppon functions.
• Address resolution functions.
• Inteiface functions.

The pre-defined and user-defined Lower Layer Provider (LLP) functions allow direct
interaction between the user application and for instance ACSE (through SUIC). As there is
no function class of pre-defined LLP response functions, indication functions apply to
unconfirmed services. 'Support' functions can be used to invoke operations on MMS-EASE.
The 'address resolution' functions are user-defined functions that can be used to notify
variable addresses to the VMI. The 'interface' functions allow controlling the interaction of
the user application and MMS-EASE.
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Appendix B. The V400 NC controller

The V400 and F600 NC controllers allow message exchanges with peripherals in different
ways. First, it is possible to communicate through either an RS-232C interface or an RS-422
interface. Second, a choice can be made between the DataIO protocol and the Direct
Numerical Control (DNC) protocol. The DataIO protocol is used in case of communication
with non-intelligent peripherals such as data recorders. By means of the DNC protocol,
intelligent systems such as computers can control and monitor the milling machine. In this
appendix, the DNC functionality of the V400 NC controller is summarized.

B. 1. User stores

The user stores of the V400 NC controller are listed in table 3. The two-character codes are
used for identification when the DNC protocol is employed to access these stores.

Table 3. User stores and identifiers.

Memory DNC identifier

NC Program Memory PM
Macro Memory MM
Machine Constants CM
Tool correction Memory TM
Zero point Offsets ZO
Points PT
Parameters PA
Pallets PE
Tool Lifetime TL
Related Tool TS
Tool Breakdown TB
Graphics parameters GR

B.2. DNe commands

Each DNC message consists of a four-character command field and an optional. data field
with a maximum length of 120 characters. The first two characters of the command field
indicate the type of command7

:

PR Prepare to Receive command
PT Prepare to Transmit command
T Transmit command
R Receive command
M Machine command
Me Memory Clear command

7 Spaces (ASCII 20 hex.) within DNC messages are made visible by an underscore
character.
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Table 4 gives an overview of all DNC commands supported by the V400 NC controller.

Table 4. Overview of DNC commands.

Command PR PT T R M MC

Reset I >
Next block NB ><
Not possible NP >< ><
Breakdown BD ><
File transfer done FD ><
Clear error CL *>
All memory AL *>
Program memory PM >< >< >< >
Macro memory MM >< >< >< >
Tool memory TM >< >< >< >
Zero offset memory ZO >< >< >< >
Ready to receive RR ><
Ready to transmit RT ><
Free memory FR < >
Function executed OK ><
Command error ER ><
Display message DI >
Wrong number NR ><
Version Number VN < >

Symbol explanations:

<
>..

From NC controller to cell controller.
From cell controller to NC controller.
Not possible in ONC local mode.
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Appendix C. Software tools

On both MMS client machines (figure 2, page 14), the Microsoft C 5.1 compiler is installed.
This compiler is used to modify the MMS demonstration program. The MMS interface
machine is equipped with Microsoft C 5.1, Microsoft C 6.0 and the Glockenspiel C++
compiler for OS/2. The Microsoft C 5.1 compiler is used for building the MMS
Communication Agent. It was needed due to the fact that the Microsoft C 6.0 compiler is
incompatible with the MMS-EASE libraries. Microsoft C 6.0 and Glockenspiel C+ + are
used for implementing the VMD interface and the DNC Communication Agent. Information
on these software tools can be found in this appendix.

C.1. The Microsoft Programmer's Workbench

The tool that is used for the implementation of the VMD interface, the DNC Communications
Agent and the driver applications is the Microsoft Programmer's Workbench (PWB). This
tool is supplied with Microsoft C 6.0 and it creates a programming environment with
integrated tools for e.g. editing, building and debugging. Microsoft C 6.0 can be used for
developing DOS and OS/2 applications in the C programming language.

C.2. The Glockenspiel C++ compiler

In order to benefit from features of object-oriented programming offered by the C+ +
language, the PWB is extended with the Glockenspiel C+ + 2.0 compiler. This compiler can
be used in combination with a regular C compiler, but integration into the PWB maintains a
user-friendly programming environment. Glockenspiel does not only upgrade a C compiler
into a C+ + compiler under DOS, but also under OS/2.

The Glockenspiel compiler is used by the PWB by invoking the compiler driver CCXX with a
number of switches. In tum, this compiler driver invokes several functional modules:

• C+ + preprocessor GCPP.
This preprocessor creates from a C++ source file with the .ax extension an intermediate
C++ file with an .ixx extension. The preprocessor takes care of for instance fIle inclusion
and the removal of comments.

• C++ compiler CFXX.
In this phase the intermediate fIle is compiled to a C source file with an . i extension.

• C compiler driver.
This compiler driver invokes the native C compiler to construct object fIles with .obj
extension from C source fIles with either the .i or the .c extension. Then the native linker
is invoked to combine these object fIles and additional libraries to enable creation of an
executable.
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• Constructor linker MXX.
After the C compilation and the regular object file linking, this special linker is invoked. It
takes care of constructor and destructor routines of classes of which static instances exist.
During the execution of a program originating from C+ + code, the constructor routines
of these classes are invoked before any instances of these classes are even declared. This
means that these static objects always involve the execution of user code prior to the
execution of the main(...) routine. Conversely, after the execution of the main(...) routine
the destructors must be called.

The PWB uses a complicated makefile (project file) for the NMAKE utility to construct an
executable from a list of C+ + source files. When Glockenspiel is integrated within the
PWB, this involves automatic invocation of the compiler driver CCXX with the appropriate
switches for all C+ + source files. Therefore, the user only has to enter all source files (with
the. cxx extension) into the program list and enter the appropriate switches and settings.

C.3. Installing the Glockenspiel C++ compiler (release 2.0c)

After completion of the normal installation procedure for Glockenspiel C++, several actions
have to be taken before the PWB can compile C+ + code for DOS and OS/2 correctly.

In the CONFIG.SYS file, pathnames have to be added or modified for several environment
variables. These changes are listed below8

•

Environment variable

PATH
LIB
INCLUDE
HELPFILES
INIT

Action

add \CXX2CJ.BINP
add \CXX2CJ.LlB
add \CXX2CJ.INCLUDE
add \CXX2CJ.HELP
modify into \CXX20\INIT

Of course, these pathnames depend on the names chosen during the installation process. The
STARTUP. CMD file requires no changes.

During the installation of Glockenspiel the TOOLS.INI file will be placed in the INIT
subdirectory of Glockenspiel's \CXX20 directory. This file must be modified into:

[pwb]
build:include no system
10ad:$INIT:cxx.dll

Finally, the large memory library \C600\LIB\LLIBCE.LIB of Microsoft C 6.0 has to copied to
the LIB subdirectory of Glockenspiel and renamed to LLIBCEP.LIB. This is the default C
library for OS/2.

8 If Glockenspiel is integrated into the PWB and the building process is driven from within
the PWB, the additions for the LIB and INCLUDE variables are superfluous. It is then
sufficient to enter these pathnames in the Environment submenu.
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After these steps have been taken and after re-booting, invocation of the PWB will show the
C+ + options menu extension.

C.4. Building the MMS-EASE demonstration program

Files:
MAKEDEMO.BAT
MAKEDEMO.MAK
MMSDEMOA

As the MMS-EASE demonstration software is not meant to be used as a final client or server
application, not only libraries and header files are provided by SISCO, but also source code
files and a number of link and batch files. The batch file needed to create the demonstration
program based on ACSE (for MAP version 3.0) is named MAKEMMSA.BAT. Unfortunately,
this file does not make use of the MAKE utility of Microsoft C 5.1. Instead, it invokes the
command line compiler CL directly to create all object files unconditionally. In this way,
every modification to the source code results in a complete build (unless the command line
compiler and linker are invoked manually). Therefore, a makefile MAKEDEMO.MAK that
uses dependencies between object and source files is created to shorten the building process.
It uses the original file MMSDEMOA to link the object files. MAKEDEMO.BAT can now be
used to create the demonstration program.

C.S. Building the MMS Communication Agent

Files:
MAKECA.CMD
MMSAGENT.MAK
MMSAGENT.LNK
MMSAGENT.DEF

For the MMS Communication Agent a make file (MMSAGENT.MAK), a link file
(MMSAGENT.LNK) and a definitions file (MMSAGENT.DEF) exist. To make it easy to
invoke the building process from within the PWB, a batch file is added to the Run menu,
which invokes the MAKE utility of Microsoft C 5.1 for MMSAGENT.MAK. In this way, both
the MMS Communication Agent and the VMD interface can be edited and built from within
the PWB.

C.G. Building the VMD interface

FI1es:
MMSI1.MAK (PWB NMAKE file)

The PWB creates its own make file, according to the current PWB settings and file
dependencies.
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The following settings have been used:

Build options
Main language: none
Initial build options: Glockenspiel C++ for OS/2
C++ debug options: !d -qc /NOE -DDEBUG
C++ release options: -Ox /NOE

C compiler options
Memory model: large (lAL)
Processor: 80286 1/W2)
C libraries: OS/2
Calling convention: C
Additional options: /BATCH
C language: ANSI C
C compiler debug options:

Stack checking
Incremental compile
Debug information: CodeView
Floating point: inline emulation

C compiler release options:
Optimize for time (lOt)
Loop code optimization (/01)
Global code optimization (lOg)
Global register optimization (lOe)
Generate intrinsic functions
Debug information: none
Floating point: inline emulation

Link options
No ignore case
Stack size: 25000
Additional options: /BATCH
Link debug and release options:

CodeView (only debug)
Translate intra-segment far calls
Pack code segments (limit: 65499)
Additional libraries: /NOD: LLlBCE LLlBCEP

Environment options
Include files search path: C:\C600\INCLUDE;C:\CXX20\INCLUDE
Library files search path: C:\C600\L1B;C:\CXX20\L1B
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Appendix D. Class hierarchy diagrams and C++

Graphical presentations are suited for the design and documentation of object-oriented
software. First of all, these presentations aid in capturing and understanding object
decompositions of the application. Furthermore, abstractions are made from implementation
aspects which are specific to programming languages. In this appendix, the diagrammatic
representation of class structures of [Roosmalen] will be summarized. This includes:

• A representation of class structure.
• A representation of class relations.
• A systematic method to organize class diagrams.

Characteristics and features of the C+ + programming language will be related to the
representation of [Roosmalen].

D. 1. Class structures

The various symbols to represent a class and its features are shown is figure 36. The
equivalents of these features for instances of a class are also given.

Basic class representation Class feature representations

Class

D
Routine

C =:>
Deferred routine
! ~

.............................

Attribute

Shared attribute

( )

D instantiation D eqUivalent D
object operation data field

Figure 36. Representations of classes and features.

A special occurrence of an attribute is a so-called 'shared attribute'. Whenever a class
contains a shared attribute, all instances of this class share a single corresponding data field.
A special group of routines are 'deferred routines', routines that are not implemented by a
class. These routines are expected to be defined in derived classes.

A feature's position with respect to the class rectangular indicates its access control. Figure
37 shows the structure of a class with exported and hidden features.
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CLASS NAME

exportedroutine

exported attribute

c===:> hidden routine

I I hidden attribute

Figure 37. Access control of class features.

0.2. Class relations

Class relations can be grouped into two categories: use relations and inheritance relations.
Several variants exist:

• Use for implementation (figure 38).
The using class declares an entity of another type (possibly a class). This entity is either:
o A hidden attribute of the using class.
o A local variable, an input parameter or a return parameter of a hidden routine of the

using class9•

o A variable which is local to an exported routine of the using class.

USED CLASS: Attribute type

USING CLASS D
USED CLASS: Local variable, input parameterD ""t~" ,,,,",,,to,,",,

USED CLASS: Local variable type

C
Figure 38. Occurrences of use for implementation.

9 Usually, types of parameters and local variables of hidden routines do not require
specification. In contrast with hidden attributes, hidden routines are not of much
importance to a design.
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USING CLASS

• Use for interface, user may provide instance (figure 39).
The using class declares an entity of another type (possibly a class). This entity is either:
o An input parameter of an exported routine of the using class.
o An exported attribute of the using class.
The using class instance supplies an instance of the used type.

• Use for interface, user does not provide instance (figure 39).
The using class declares an entity of an other type (possibly a class). This entity is:
o A return parameter of an exported routine of the using class.
The using class instance receives an instance of the used type.

USED CLASS: Input parameter type

D
USED CLASS: Attribute type

'------r-------o-=:r--~D
USED CLASS: Return parameter type

D
Figure 39. Occurrences of use for interface.

• Inheritance (figure 40).
A derived class inherits all features of the base class.

BASE CLASS

Y
DERIVED CLASS

D
Figure 40. Single inheritance.

• Genericity (figure 41).
The relations mentioned above can apply to a generic class. At least two relations apply if
a class uses or inherits from a generic class. A straight line that reflects the inheritance or
use relation, pertaining to the generic class, is replaced by a dotted line. The type of the
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parameter instance for the generic class is indicated by a second (straight) line. To
illustrate this, figure 41 shows the representation of 'use for implementation' of a generic
class with one type parameter.

(USED) GENERIC CLASS (With one type parameter)

("51",,)eLASS ···························0
USED CLASS: Parameter type for generic class

o
Figure 41. Use for implementation of a generic class.

D.3. Organization of class diagrams

Consider a class A and its related types/classes. For every use relation, the using entity (or
the enclosing class A) is only interested in the interface of the used class. In an inheritance
relation however, the derived class A inherits all features of the base class. Consequently, the
implementation of these features is essential for the derived class.

Description of an object-oriented design can be based on a hierarchy of class diagrams. In
this hierarchy, for each class there exists a level that contains the interface and
implementation description. Whenever an inheritance relation is applied by this class, both the
interface and implementation of the base class are important. Of all used classes however,
only the interface has to be known. The description of the implementation of a used class
introduces a new (lower) level. An inheritance relation does not introduce a new level.
Therefore, on basis of the use relation, an object-oriented design can be presented by
hierarchically ordered class diagrams. In order to present a class diagram at a certain level,
two class views can be used:

• Black box view.
This view reflects only the interface of a class, consisting of all exported features and the
interfaces of these features. The interface of an attribute is the interface of the attribute's
type. The interface of a routine is the interface of the types of all input parameters and
return parameters. A 'use for implementation' relation of an exported routine should not be
displayed.

• Glass box view.
This view reflects the interface and implementation of a class. The implementation consists
of hidden features and the interface of hidden attributes.

If a use relation is applied by class A, then a black box view of the used class should be
made. If class A inherits from a class, this implies that a glass box view of the base class
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should be made. Therefore, the class diagram of class A will contain:

• A glass box view of class A.
• A glass box view of (direct and indirect) base classes of class A.
• A black box view of classes which are used by an entity of class A or one of its base

classes.

In combination with a numbering scheme based on this hierarchy and both class views, a
design can be presented systematically. The interface of the root class is presented at level O.
At levell, the implementation of the root class is presented, etcetera. Because a class
diagram can contain several use relations, more than one class diagrams will be needed to
describe the next lower level. A sequence number is used to identify diagrams at the same
level. Consequently, the number of a class diagram consists of a level-number and a sequence
number.

D.4. Characteristics of C++

In contrast with for instance Eiffel or Smalltalk, C+ + is not a true object-oriented
programming language. It merely adds features specific to object-oriented programming to the
C language. Functional programming can normally be used. The required presence of a
regular main(...) function in C+ + is an evident illustration. In Eiffel, execution starts by
creation of an instance of the root class.

In C/C+ + no distinction is made between functions and procedures. Procedures are simply
considered functions that do not return a value. C+ + offers three levels of member-access
control, indicated by the following keywords:

• Private.
Access is only allowed to the member functions, the friend functions and the friend classes
of the concerned class10

• A private C+ + feature has no diagrammatic equivalent in
[Roosmalen] .

• Protected.
In addition to member functions and friends, derived classes have access too. Thus, a
protected C+ + feature is equivalent to a private feature as described in [Roosmalen] and
[Meyer].

• Public.
Access is granted to all class functions. A public member corresponds to an exported
feature in [Roosmalen].

C+ + classes can have shared attributes and deferred routines. Shared class members are

10 A class can use the friend keyword to allow a non-member function access to its members.
If class A declares class B as a friend class, all member functions of class B are granted
access to class A's members. Friend classes and friend functions are C+ + specific.
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preceded by the static keyword. This keyword is used for a class function to indicate that it
only operates on shared class members. This means its operation does not apply to a single
class instance. The C+ + 'virtual function' resembles a deferred routine. The virtual
keyword indicates that binding of a function is deferred until run-time (late binding).
However, the use of just the virtual keyword still requires definition of the function by the
base class, although the function will be defined by one or more derived classes. If
polymorphism is used, the base class's definition is never intended to be used, which makes
the base class's definition useless. If a function of a base class is declared pure virtual (by
using virtual •••• = 0 or virtual •••• const = 0), no definition is needed. A class with at
least one pure virtual function is an abstract class, which means no object of this class can
exist.

The C+ + language does not support genericity (yet). However, by usmg sPecial pre
processing options genericity can be achieved.
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Appendix E. OSI conventions and MAP specification

E.1. 051 terminology and service conventions

Within the Basic Reference Model' for Open Systems Interconnection (ISO 7498), the
functionality of a network node is divided into seven functional layers. Processes executing at
the same layer of different nodes (peer processes) can communicate with each other according
to a common set of rules and conventions, which is the protocol for that particular layer. The
units of data being exchanged according to a protocol are called Protocol Data Unit (PDU).
The actual communication between the peer processes of layer n+1 is carried out by layer n.
Layer n+l is not interested in the way layer n performs this task. It only makes use of a set
of services offered by layer n. In tum, processes within layer n communicate according to the
protocol of this layer, using the services offered by layer n-l. Network user processes
exchange information by using the services offered by layer 7, the application layer.

The dialogue between service users of layer n+1 and service providers of layer n is shown in
figure 42. This model applies for all network layers, Le. 1<n <7. If n=7, the service users
are network user processes that are not part of the OSI model.

Network node A Network node 8

.indication

(2)

service
user

L ~
X

" '7

service

provider

x.response

(3)

layer n

layer n+1

confirm

(4)

service
user

t
:.

x.

" '7

service

provider

x.reques

(1)

Figure 42. OSI conventions on service primitives.

Suppose one of the service users wants to use a service x to communicate with a remote
service user. To accomplish this, this user process issues the request primitive of service x
containing the information it wants to transfer. The request primitive is the first stage in the
dialogue and the user that issues this primitive is the requesting service user. The service
provider then transports the information of the request primitive over the network, making
use of its next lower layer. The information received by the service provider at the remote
network node, is passed on to the remote service user as an indication primitive of service x.
After receiving the indication primitive, the remote service user can act upon this
information, which reflects the request of the requesting user. In case of a so-called
unconfirmed service, the dialogue has ended at this point. In most cases however, the remote
service user will inform the requesting service user about the result of its action. The remote
service user becomes a responding service user by issuing the response primitive of service x.
Again, the service provider will transfer this information across the network. The requesting
service user will receive the information from the service provider in the form of a
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confirmation primitive of service x. Service dialogues that are made up of all these four
primitives are called confirmed services.

During the four stages of a confirmed service, both the requesting and responding user send
one message and receive one message. The requesting user is a sending user with respect to
the request primitive and a receiving user with respect to the confirm primitive. Conversely,
the responding user is the receiving user for the indication primitive and the sending user for
the response primitive.

E.2. Manufacturing Automation Protocol

For each of the seven layers of the OSI Reference Model, MAP specifies the use of one or
more standards. These standards form an implementation framework for a MAP environment.
In table 5, an overview is given of standards chosen for MAP version 3.0. This specification
dates from 1988 and was intended to be stable for six years. Recently, the use of the IEEE
802.3 standard has been officially approved.

Table S. The MAP 3.0 protocol stack.

Layer Base standards Description

Application • ISO 8649/2, 8650/2 • Association Control Service Element
(ACSE)

• ISO 9594/1-8 • Directory services (DRS)

• ISO 8571/1-4 • File Transfer, Access and Management
(FTAM)

• ISO 9506/1-2 • MMS

• ISO 7498/4, • Network Management (NMT)
ISO 9595/1-2,
ISO 9596/1-2

Presentation • ISO 8822, 8823 • Connection-oriented presentation
• ISO 8824, 8825 • ASN.l

Session • ISO 8326, 8327 • Connection-oriented session

Transport • ISO 8072, 8073 • Class 4 Connection-oriented transport

Network • ISO 8348 + addendum 1, 2 • Connectionless-mode transmission

• ISO 8473 + addendum 1 • Connectionless-mode network

• ISO 8648 • Internal Organization

• ISO 9542 • End System to Intermediate System
exchange protocol

Data link • IEEE 802.2 • Logical Link Control Class 1

• IEEE 802.4 • Token-passing access method

Physical • IEEE 802.4 • Token-passing bus, broadband or
carrierband technology
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Appendix F. List of abbreviations

AA
ACSE
AM
API
AR
ASE
ASN.l
CAM
CATV
CBB
CC
CFSM
CFT
CIM
CIMOSA
CNC
CNMA
CS
CSMA/CD
DCE
DIS
DNC
DTE
EIA
ESPRIT
FALC
FhG/IPK
FIFO
IEEE
IPC
IPL
IS
ISO
LIFO
LLC
LLP
MAC
MAP
MMS
MMS-EASE
MSL
NC
OSD
OSl
PDU

Application Association
Application Control Service Element
Amplitude Modulation
Application Program Interface
Application Reference
Application Service Element
Abstract Syntax Notation One
Computer Aided Manufacturing
Community Antenna Television
Conformance Building Block
Cell Controller
Communicating Finite State Machine
Centre for manufacturing technology (Philips)
Computer Integrated Manufacturing
CIM Open Systems Architecture
Computer Numerical Control
Communications Network for Manufacturing Applications
Companion Standard
Carrier Sense Multiple Access with Collision Detection
Data Circuit-terminating Equipment
Draft International Standard
Direct Numerical Control
Data Terminal Equipment
Electronic Industries Association
European Strategic Planning for Research in Information Technology
Flexible Assembly and Welding Cell
Fraunhofer Institute for Production Systems and Design Technology
First In First Out
The Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers
Inter-Process Communication
Institute of Production and Logistics Research (TNO)
International Standard
International Organization for Standardization
Last In First Out
Logical Link Control
Lower Layer Provider
Medium Access Control
Manufacturing Automation Protocol
Manufacturing Message Specification
MMS Embedded Association Service Element
Machine Specific Language
Numerical Control
Operation-Specific Data structure
Open Systems Interconnection
Protocol Data Unit
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PLC
PSK
RCWE
RS-232C
SISCO
TNO
TUE
VMD
VOICE

Programmable Logic Controller
Phase Shift Keying
Regionaal Centrum Werktuigbouwkunde Eindhoven
EIA Recommended Standard 232 version C
Systems Integration Specialists Company, Inc.
Netherlands organization for applied scientific research
Technische Universiteit Eindhoven (Eindhoven University of Technology)
Virtual Manufacturing Device
Validating OSA in Industrial CIM Environments (ESPRIT), see CIMOSA
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